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Abstract. Let g and n be nonnegative integers and A = (a0, . . . , an) a se-
quence of n + 1 integers summing up to d. Let Mg,n+1 be the moduli space
of (n+ 1)-pointed stable curves of genus g and J µ,g →Mg,1 be the Esteves’
universal Jacobian, where µ is a universal genus-g polarization of degree d. We
give an explicit resolution of the universal Abel map αA,µ : Mg,n+1 99K J µ,g ,
taking a pointed curve (X, p0, . . . , pn) to OX(
∑
0≤i≤n aipi). The blowup of
Mg,n+1 giving rise to the resolution is inspired by the resolution of the tropi-
cal analogue of the map αA,µ (in the category of generalized cone complexes).
As an application, we describe the double ramification cycle in terms of the
universal sheaf inducing the resolution of the map αA,µ.
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1. Introduction
1.1. History and motivation. The Abel map of a smooth curve encodes many
geometric properties of the curve. For instance, the complete linear systems and
the Brill-Noether varieties W 0g,d are, respectively, the fibers and the images of the
Abel map. On the other hand, a powerful tool for studying smooth curves consists
in taking degenerations to singular curves: it was through this technique that the
Brill-Noether and Gieseker-Petri theorems were proved, see [26] and [27]. It is
natural to expect that a construction of the Abel map for singular curves could be
very useful to study the degeneration process from smooth curves to singular ones.
Several works have been dedicated to Abel maps of singular curves. To our
knowledge, the first construction appeared in [6] for irreducible curves. The re-
ducible case is more complicated, principally due to the fact that, in general, the
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2 ALEX ABREU AND MARCO PACINI
compactified Jacobian does not parametrize all the invertible sheaves on the curve.
In this case it is usual to resort to a one-parameter deformation to smooth curves,
and construct an Abel map as a limit of the Abel maps of the smooth fibers. This
has been started in degree one in [15], in degree two in [16] and [40], for curves of
compact type and any degree in [17], and for curves with two components and any
degree in [3]. The general problem is still open.
Instead of considering a one-parameter deformation, one can consider the uni-
versal deformation. More precisely, let g and n be nonnegative integers, and d be an
integer. LetMg,n+1 be the moduli stack of smooth (n+1)-pointed curves of genus g
and J dg →Mg be the universal Jacobian parametrizing degree-d invertible sheaves
on smooth curves of genus g. Given a sequence of integers A := (a0, . . . , an,m) such
that d =
∑
ai+m(2g−2), one can define the universal Abel map αA : Mg,n+1 → J dg
taking [(X, p0, . . . , pn)] to [(X,ω
m
X⊗OX(a0p0+. . .+anpn))]. In the classical setting,
it is usual to consider A = (1, 1, . . . , 1, 0) or A = (−n, 1, . . . , 1, 0).
Many interesting classes inMg,n+1 can be defined in terms of the universal Abel
map such as, for instance, the double ramification cycle, which is the pullback via
αA of the zero section in J 0g for d = m = 0. A natural question is how to extend
these classes to the compactification Mg,n+1 in a meaningful way, and express
them in terms of the tautological classes. In the case of the double ramification
cycle, this was done in [33], and previous partial results were achieved in [30],
[28], [29]. One possible approach to extend this classes is to define an Abel map
over (a modification of) Mg,n+1, the Deligne-Mumford-Knudsen compactification
of Mg,n+1. This requires the choice of a compactified Jacobian as a target.
The first construction of a universal compactified Jacobian over Mg is due to
Caporaso [11] and [12]; a version overMg,n+1 was recently introduced by Melo [36].
Another remarkable construction was given by Esteves [23] for families of (pointed)
curves; this construction can be carried through to the universal setting, giving rise
to a universal compactified Jacobian J µ,g,n+1 overMg,n+1 or, when n = 1, simply
J µ,g over Mg,1. This compactified Jacobian depends on the choice of a universal
genus-g polarization µ of degree d (see [37]).
Recently the problem of resolving the universal Abel map or, in some cases,
the Abel section Mg,n+1 → Jg,n+1, has attracted a lot of attention, principally
motivated, as already mentioned, by the connection with the double ramification
cycle. In [34] and [37] the authors found a suitable polarization µ depending on
A such that the Abel section extends to a map Mg,n+1 → J µ,g,n+1, while in [31]
and [35] a modification of the source Mg,n+1 was introduced to define a partial
resolution of the Abel map.
This paper is dedicated to the construction of an explicit resolution of the uni-
versal Abel map αA,µ : Mg,n+1 99K J µ,g. First, we resolve the analogue problem
in tropical geometry. More precisely, let M tropg,n+1 be the moduli space of stable
(n + 1)-pointed tropical curves of genus g, and J tropµ,g → M tropg,1 be the universal
tropical Jacobian, recently introduced in [5]. We define the universal tropical Abel
map αtropA,µ : M
trop
g,n+1 → J tropµ,g , and introduce an explicit refinement of M tropg,n+1 whose
composition with αtropA,µ is a morphism of generalized cone complexes. The upshot is
that this refinement induces a natural blowupMA,µ ofMg,n+1 resolving αA,µ. As
an application, we describe the double ramification cycle in terms of the universal
sheaf over MA,µ inducing the resolution of αA,µ.
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It seems to us that the results about the universal tropical Abel map are inter-
esting on their own. The tropical approach already appears in [35] and implicitly in
[31] where the resolution of the Abel section is described via toric geometry. This
paper is inspired by the work of Holmes [31]: our stackMA,µ is a compactification
of the stack M appearing there.
1.2. The results. Let us give more details about our results. We start with the
tropical setting. Let (X, p0) be a pointed tropical curve and J
trop(X) its tropical
Jacobian. There is a piecewise-linear map Xn+1 → J trop(X) sending (p0, . . . , pn)
to the class of the divisor p1 + . . .+ pn − np0. This map was extensively studied in
[39] and [8]. One can also consider the universal setting as follows.
Given a sequence A = (a0, . . . , an,m) of integers and a universal genus-g po-
larization µ of degree-d such that d =
∑
ai + m(2g − 2), we define the universal
tropical Abel map αtropA,µ : M
trop
g,n+1 → J tropµ,g taking an (n+ 1)-pointed tropical curve
(X, p0, . . . , pn) to the pair (st(X, p0),D) where st(X, p0) is the stable model of
(X, p0) (see Section 2.4) and D is the unique (p0, µ)-quasistable divisor equivalent
to mωX +
∑
aipi (see Theorem 2.9). The map α
trop
A,µ is continuous but it is not, in
general, a morphism of generalized cone complexes. This is the tropical analogue
of the fact that the Abel map αA,µ : Mg,n+1 99K J µ,g is just rational. In Section
3 we construct a resolution of the map αtropA,µ in the category of generalized cone
complexes, in the sense of the following theorem.
Theorem (3.13). There exists an explicit refinement βtropA,µ : M
trop
A,µ →M tropg,n+1 such
that αtropA,µ ◦ βtropA,µ : M tropA,µ → J tropµ,g is a morphism of generalized cone complexes.
The refinement βtropA,µ is explictly given in terms of acyclic flows on graphs (see
Theorem 3.9). We note that refinements of M tropg,n+1 correspond to blow-ups of
Mg,n+1 and can be used to reveal geometric properties of birational modifications
ofMg,n+1. This idea already appeared in [4] and [31]. In fact, the refinement βtropA
is closely related to the fan defined by Holmes [31]: the difference is that Holmes
only considers flows arising from the zero divisor, while we consider flows arising
from every quasistable divisor (see Remark 6.10). We get the following result.
Theorem (6.7). Let βA,µ : MA,µ → Mg,n+1 be the birational morphism induced
by M tropA,µ . Then MA,µ is the normalization of the closure of the image of the Abel
section Mg,n+1 99K J µ,g,n+1 and the rational map αA,µ ◦ βA,µ : MA,µ 99K J µ,g is
defined everywhere, i.e., it is a morphism of Deligne-Mumford stacks.
Our approach first deals with the local case (see Theorem 6.2). The local case
could be used to resolve variants of Abel maps for other moduli stacks of curves
endowed with marked points and universal sheaves such as, for instance, the moduli
stack of spin curves or stable maps. The main technical tool is Proposition 5.7,
which translates the combinatorial properties of M tropA,µ to algebraic properties. In
particular, it tells us that certain ideal sheaves on the universal family over MA,µ
are relative torsion-free and rank-1, which is a fundamental property satisfied by
the sheaves parametrized by the compactified Jacobian J µ,g.
Finally, let d = 0 and µ = 0, and let I be the universal sheaf over the universal
family pi : Cg,n+1 ×Mg,n+1 MA,µ →MA,µ inducing the morphism αA,µ ◦ βA,µ. We
get the following formula, following the work of Dudin [20].
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Theorem (7.1). Let DRCA be the double ramification cycle. Then
DRCA = (βA,µ)∗(cg(R1pi∗(I))).
In a nutshell, in Sections 2 we introduce some preliminaries on divisors on graphs
and tropical curves, including quasistability. In Section 3 we construct the mod-
uli space M tropA,µ and show that the induced map M
trop
A,µ → J tropµ,g is a morphism of
generalized cone complexes. Section 4 is devoted to toric geometry and binomial
ideals, while Section 5 manly translates the combinatorial properties of M tropA,µ to
geometric and algebraic results. In Section 6 we construct the local and the univer-
sal resolutions of the Abel map, and Section 7 is dedicated to the application to the
double ramification cycle and to a discussion on some future research directions.
2. Divisors on graphs and tropical curves
2.1. Graphs. Given a graph Γ, we denote by E(Γ) the set of edges and by V (Γ)
the set of vertices of Γ. If E ⊂ E(Γ) and v is a vertex of Γ, the valence of v in E is
(1) valE(v) := #{e ∈ E ; e is incident to v},
with loops counting twice. If E = E(Γ), we simply write val(v) and call it the
valence of v. We say that Γ is k-regular if every vertex of Γ has valence k; we say
that Γ is a circular graph if Γ is 2-regular and connected. A cycle on Γ is a circular
subgraph of Γ.
A digraph (directed graph) is a graph Γ where each edge has an orientation,
i.e., there are functions s, t : E(Γ) → V (Γ) called the source and target and each
edge is oriented from the source to the target. We denote a digraph by
−→
Γ and its
underlying graph by Γ. We let E(
−→
Γ ) be the set of oriented edges of
−→
Γ and we set
V (
−→
Γ ) := V (Γ).
Let Γ be a graph. Fix disjoint subsets V,W ⊂ V (Γ). We define E(V,W ) as
the set of edges joining a vertex in V with one in W . More generally if V and
W have nonempty intersection, we define E(V,W ) := E(V \W,W \ V ). We set
V c := V (Γ) \ V . If E(V, V c) is nonempty, it is called a cut of Γ. We set
(2) δΓ,V := |E(V, V c)|.
Sometimes, we simply write δV instead of δΓ,V .
Fix a subset E ⊂ E(Γ). We define the graphs Γ/E and ΓE as the graphs obtained,
respectively, by the contraction of the edges in E and by the removal of edges in
E . We say that E is nondisconnecting if ΓE is connected. Note that there is a
natural surjection V (Γ)→ V (Γ/E) and a natural identification E(Γ/E) = E(Γ)\E .
Moreover, V (ΓE) = V (Γ) and E(ΓE) = E(Γ) \ E .
We let bi(Γ) the i-th Betti number of Γ for i = 0, 1, i.e., b0(Γ) is the number of
connected components of Γ and b1(Γ) := |E(Γ)| − |V (Γ)|+ b0(Γ).
Proposition 2.1. Let Γ be a connected graph and let E(Γ) = E∐F be a partition
of E(Γ). Then
b1(Γ/E) = |F| − b0(ΓF ) + 1.
Proof. We compute:
b1(Γ/E) = |E(Γ/E)| − |V (Γ/E)|+ 1
= |E(Γ)| − |E| − |V (Γ/E)|+ 1
= |F| − b0(ΓF ) + 1,
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from which the result follows. 
A graph Γ specializes to a graph Γ′ if there is E ⊂ E(Γ) such that Γ′ is isomorphic
to Γ/E . We denote a specialization of Γ to Γ′ by ι : Γ → Γ′. A specialization
ι : Γ→ Γ′ comes equipped with a surjective map ιV : V (Γ)→ V (Γ′) and an injective
map ιE : E(Γ′)→ E(Γ). We usually write ι = ιV and see E(Γ′) as a subset of E(Γ)
via ιE . A similar notion of specialization can be given for digraphs.
We define the graph ΓE as the graph obtained from Γ by adding exactly one
vertex in the interior of each edge in E . We call ΓE the E-subdivision of Γ. Note
that there is a natural inclusion V (Γ) ⊂ V (ΓE). We call a vertex in V (ΓE) \ V (Γ)
an exceptional vertex. We set Γ(2) := ΓE(Γ).
More generally, a graph Γ′ is a refinement of a graph Γ if Γ′ is obtained from
Γ by successive subdivisions. In particular, there is an inclusion a : V (Γ) → V (Γ′)
and a surjection b : E(Γ′) → E(Γ) such that for any edge e of Γ there are distinct
vertices x0, . . . , xn ∈ V (Γ′) and distinct edges e1, . . . , en ∈ E(Γ′) such that
(1) x0 = a(v0), xn = a(v1) and xi /∈ Im(a) for every i = 1, . . . , n− 1, where v0
and v1 are precisely the vertices of Γ incident to e;
(2) b−1(e) = {e1, . . . , en};
(3) the vertices in V (Γ′) incident to ei are precisely xi−1 and xi, for i = 1, . . . , n.
We say that the edges e1, . . . , en (respectively, x1, . . . , xn−1) are the edges (respec-
tively, the exceptional vertices) over e.
One can also give a similar notion of refinement for digraphs, where in addition
we ask in (1) that the vertices v0 and v1 are respectively the source and the target
of e, and in (3) that xi−1 and xi are respectively the source and the target of ei for
i = 1, . . . , n.
Let ι : Γ → Γ′ be a specialization of graphs, and E ′ ⊂ E(Γ′), E ⊂ E(Γ) be sets
such that E ′ ⊂ E ∩ E(Γ′). We call a specialization ιE : ΓE → Γ′E′ compatible with ι
if the following diagrams
V (Γ)

ι // V (Γ′)

E(Γ′) ι // E(Γ)
V (ΓE) ι
E
// V (Γ′E
′
) E(Γ′E
′
)
OO
ιE // E(ΓE)
OO
are commutative. If ι is the identity of Γ, we just call ιE compatible. Note that
there are 2|E\E
′| compatible specializations of ΓE to ΓE
′
.
A (vertex-)weighted graph is a pair (Γ, w), where Γ is a connected graph and w
is a function w : V (Γ) → Z≥0. The genus of a weighted graph (Γ, w) is defined as
g(Γ, w) :=
∑
v∈V (Γ) w(v) + b1(Γ), where b1(Γ) is the first Betti number of Γ.
A graph with legs indexed by the finite set L (the set of legs) is the data of a
graph Γ and a map legΓ : L → V (Γ). We denote by L(v) the set of legs incident
to v, i.e., L(v) := leg−1Γ (v). Usually, we will simply write Γ for a weighted graph
with legs and we denote by L(Γ) its set of legs. A graph with n legs is a graph with
legs Γ such that L(Γ) = In := {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}. If Γ is a graph with n legs, we will
always set v0 := legΓ(0) ∈ V (Γ). We will denote by (Γ, v0) a graph with 1 leg.
If (Γ, w, legΓ) and (Γ
′, w′, legΓ′) are weighted graphs with legs, we say that a
specialization ι : Γ→ Γ′ is a specialization of weighted graphs with legs if, for every
v′ ∈ V (Γ′), we have w′(v′) = g(ι−1(v)), and legΓ = legΓ′ ◦ ιV .
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We let SGg,n be the poset of the isomorphism classes of weighted graphs with n
legs of genus g, where the partial order is given by specialization of graphs.
A weighted graph with n legs Γ is stable if val(v) + 2w(v) + |L(v)| ≥ 3 for every
vertex v ∈ V (Γ). A tree is a connected graph whose first Betti number is 0 or,
equivalently, a connected graph whose number of edges is equal to the number of
its vertices minus one.
Every weighted graph Γ with n legs has a stable reduction st(Γ), which is the
weighted stable graph with n legs endowed with a unique refinement ŝt(Γ) and a
unique specialization redΓ : Γ → ŝt(Γ) such that for every specialization ι : Γ → Γ̂′
where Γ̂′ is a refinement of a weighted stable graph Γ′ with n legs, ι factors through
redΓ. We note that redΓ is a sequence of specializations starting from Γ, in each
step contracting an edge incident to a vertex v of valence 1, weight 0 and where
there is at most one leg attached to v. Then st(Γ) is obtained by just removing
from ŝt(Γ) any vertex with valence 2, weight 0 and with no legs attached to it. We
illustrate this process in the following example.
Example 2.2. Let (Γ, v0) be the leftmost weighted graph with 1 leg in Figure 1.
Then st(Γ) is the rightmost graph, while ŝt(Γ) is the graph in the middle.
0 0
0
0
2v0 0
0 0
0
0
2v0
0 0
0
2v0
Figure 1. Stable reduction of a weighted graph with legs.
2.2. Divisors and flows on graphs. Let Γ be a graph. A divisor D on Γ is a
function D : V (Γ) → Z. The degree of D is the integer degD := ∑v∈V (Γ)D(v).
The set of divisors on Γ form an Abelian group denoted by Div(Γ). Given a subset
E ⊂ E(Γ) and a divisor D on Γ, we define DE as the divisor on ΓE such that
DE(v) =
{
D(v), if v ∈ V (Γ);
0, if v ∈ V (ΓE) \ V (Γ).
We also define a divisor DE on ΓE as DE(v) := D(v), for every v ∈ V (ΓE) = V (Γ).
A pseudo-divisor on Γ is a pair (E , D) where E ⊂ E(Γ) and D is a divisor on
ΓE such that D(v) = −1 for every exceptional vertex v ∈ V (ΓE). If E = ∅, then
(E , D) is just a divisor of Γ. Since every divisor D on ΓE can be lifted to a divisor
on Γ(2), it is equivalent to define a pseudo-divisor on Γ as a divisor D on Γ(2) such
that D(v) = 0,−1 for every exceptional vertex v ∈ V (Γ(2)).
Let Γ and Γ′ be graphs. Given a specialization ι : Γ→ Γ′ and a divisor D on Γ,
we define the divisor ι∗(D) on Γ′ taking v′ ∈ V (Γ′) to
ι∗(D)(v′) :=
∑
v∈ι−1(v′)
D(v).
We say that a pair (Γ, D) specializes to a pair (Γ′, D′), where D is a divisor on
Γ and D′ is a divisor on Γ′, if there is a specialization of graphs ι : Γ → Γ′ such
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that D′ = ι∗(D); we denote by ι : (Γ, D) → (Γ′, D′) a specialization of pairs.
Given a specialization ι : Γ → Γ′ and a subset E of E(Γ), there exists an induced
specialization ιE : ΓE → Γ′E′ , where E ′ := E ∩ E(Γ′); in this case, if (E , D) is a
pseudo-divisor on Γ, we define the pseudo-divisor ι∗(E , D) on Γ′ as ι∗(E , D) :=
(E ′, ιE∗ (D)). Given pseudo-divisors (E , D) on Γ and (E ′, D′) on Γ′, we say that
(Γ, E , D) specializes to (Γ′, E ′, D′) if there is a specialization ι : Γ → Γ′ such that
E ′ ⊂ E ∩ E(Γ′), and a specialization ιE : ΓE → Γ′E′ compatible with ι such that
ιE∗ (D) = (D
′). We denote by ι : (Γ, E , D)→ (Γ′, E ′, D′) such a specialization.
Let
−→
Γ be a digraph. A directed path on
−→
Γ is a sequence
v1, e1, v2, . . . , en, vn+1
such that s(ei) = vi and t(ei) = vi+1 for every i = 1, . . . , n. A directed cycle on−→
Γ is a directed path on
−→
Γ such that vn+1 = v1. A cycle on
−→
Γ is just a cycle
on Γ. A source (respectively, sink) of
−→
Γ is a vertex in V (
−→
Γ ) such that t(e) 6= v
(respectively, s(e) 6= v) for every e ∈ E(−→Γ ). We say that −→Γ is acyclic if it has no
directed cycles. It is a well known result that every acyclic (finite) digraph has at
least a source and a sink.
A flow on
−→
Γ is a function φ : E(
−→
Γ ) → Z≥0. We say that φ is acyclic if the
digraph
−→
Γ /S is acyclic, where S := {e ∈ E(−→Γ );φ(e) = 0}. Moreover, we say that
a flow φ is positive if φ(e) > 0 for all e ∈ E(−→Γ ). Abusing terminology, we will say
that a flow φ on a graph Γ is a pair (
−→
Γ , φ) made by an orientation on Γ and a flow
φ on
−→
Γ . Given a flow φ on
−→
Γ , we define the divisor div(φ) on Γ associated to φ as
div(φ)(v) =
∑
e∈E(Γ)
t(e)=v
φ(e)−
∑
e∈E(Γ)
s(e)=v
φ(e).
Let
−→
Γ and
−→
Γ′ be digraphs. Given a specialization ι :
−→
Γ → −→Γ ′ and a flow φ on
Γ, we define ι∗(φ) as the flow on
−→
Γ ′ taking e ∈ E(−→Γ ′) ⊂ E(−→Γ ) to ι∗(φ)(e) := φ(e).
Given flows φ on
−→
Γ and φ′ on
−→
Γ′ , we say that the pair (
−→
Γ , φ) specializes to (
−→
Γ ′, φ′)
if there is a specialization ι :
−→
Γ → −→Γ ′ such that φ′ = ι∗(φ).
Given a graph Γ and a ring A, we define
C0(Γ, A) :=
⊕
v∈V (Γ)
A · v and C1(Γ, A) :=
⊕
e∈E(Γ)
A · e.
Fix a orientation on Γ, i.e., choose a digraph
−→
Γ with Γ as underlying graph. We
define the differential operator d : C0(
−→
Γ , A) → C1(−→Γ , A) as the linear operator
taking a generator v of C0(
−→
Γ , A) to
d(v) :=
∑
e∈E(−→Γ )
t(e)=v
e−
∑
e∈E(−→Γ )
s(e)=v
e.
The adjoint of d is the linear operator d∗ : C1(
−→
Γ , A)→ C0(−→Γ , A) taking a generator
e of C1(
−→
Γ , A) to
d∗(e) := t(e)− s(e).
There is a natural identification between C0(Γ,Z) and Div(Γ). The composition
d∗d : C0(Γ, A) → C0(Γ, A) does not depend on the choice of the orientation. The
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group of principal divisors on Γ is the subgroup Prin(Γ) := Im(d∗d) of Div(Γ).
Given D,D′ ∈ Div(Γ), we say that D is equivalent to D′ if D −D′ ∈ Prin(Γ).
The space of 1-cycles of
−→
Γ (over A) is defined as H1(
−→
Γ , A) := ker(d∗). Note
that if
−→
Γ ′ is a refinement of
−→
Γ , then there is a canonical isomorphism between
H1(
−→
Γ , A) and H1(
−→
Γ ′, A).
Let γ be a cycle on
−→
Γ . Let v1, e1, v2 . . . , en, vn+1 be a sequence such that
v1, . . . , vn+1 are the vertices of γ, where vn+1 = v1 and vi 6= vj if i 6= j and
{i, j} 6= {1, n + 1}, and where ei is the edge of γ connecting vi with vi+1 for
i = 1, . . . , n. For every e ∈ E(−→Γ ) we define
(3) γ(e) :=

0, if e 6= ei for all i = 1, . . . , n;
1, if e = ei and s(e) = vi for some i = 1, . . . , n;
−1, if e = ei and t(e) = vi for some i = 1, . . . , n.
The definition of γ(e) depends on the choice of the sequence. However a different
choice possibly changes the signs of all γ(e), and in what follows a change of sign
on all γ(e) for a given cycle γ is not relevant. So we will implicitly fix a choice of
such a sequence for every cycle γ.
Proposition 2.3. Let
−→
Γ be an acyclic digraph and D be a degree-0 divisor on Γ.
Then there are finitely many flows φ such that div(φ) = D.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of vertices of
−→
Γ . If
−→
Γ has only
one vertex the result is clear, so we can assume that
−→
Γ has at least two vertices.
Let v be a sink of
−→
Γ . If φ is a flow on
−→
Γ such that div(φ) = D, then
D(v) =
∑
e∈E(−→Γ )
t(e)=v
φ(e).
Since φ(e) ≥ 0, then there is a finite number of possibilities for (φ(e))t(e)=v. For
each one of these possibilities (φ(e))t(e)=v, we remove the vertex v together with
all edges e such that t(e) = v. This gives rise to an acyclic digraph
−→
Γ′ with V (
−→
Γ′)
strictly contained in V (
−→
Γ ), and to the degree-0 divisor D′ on
−→
Γ′ taking a vertex
v′ ∈ V (−→Γ′) to
D′(v′) := D(v′)−
∑
e∈E(−→Γ )
t(e)=v,s(e)=v′
φ(e).
By the induction hypothesis there are finitely many flows φ′ on
−→
Γ′ such that
div(φ′) = D′, and hence finitely many ways to complete φ′ to a flow φ on
−→
Γ
such that div(φ) = D. 
2.3. Quasistability on graphs. We introduce the key notion of quasistability
for pseudo-divisors on graphs and the poset of quasistable pseudo-divisors. These
notions will be crucial to define the universal tropical Jacobian in Section 3.1.
Let Γ be a graph. Given an integer d, a degree-d polarization on Γ is a function
µ : V (Γ)→ R such that ∑v∈V (Γ) µ(v) = d.
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Let µ be a degree-d polarization on Γ. For every subset V ⊂ V (Γ), we set
µ(V ) :=
∑
v∈V µ(v). Given a degree-d divisor D on Γ, we define
βD(V ) := deg(D|V )− µ(V ) + δV
2
If ι : Γ→ Γ′ is a specialization, then there is an induced degree-d polarization ι∗(µ)
on Γ′ defined as
ι∗(µ)(v′) :=
∑
v∈V (Γ)
v∈ι−1(v′)
µ(v).
If E ⊂ E(Γ) is a nondisconnecting subset of edges, we can define a degree-(d+|E|)
polarization µE on ΓE (the graph induced by removing the edges E in E(Γ)) by
µE(v) := µ(v) +
1
2
valE(v).
Given a subdivision ΓE of Γ for some E ⊂ E(Γ), there is an induced degree-d
polarization µE on ΓE given as
µE(v) :=
{
µ(v) if v ∈ V (Γ);
0 otherwise.
Let Γ be a graph and µ a degree-d polarization on Γ. A degree-d divisor D on Γ
is µ-semistable if βD(V ) ≥ 0 for every V ⊂ V (Γ). Given v0 ∈ V (Γ), we say that a
degree-d divisor D on Γ is (v0, µ)-quasistable if βD(V ) ≥ 0 for every V ( V (Γ), with
strict inequality if v0 ∈ V , or, equivalently, interchanging V and V c, βD(V ) ≤ δV ,
with strict inequality if v0 /∈ V . If µ is a degree-d polarization on a graph with 1
leg (Γ, v0), we will call (Γ, v0, µ) a degree-d polarized graph with 1 leg.
We say that a pseudo-divisor (E , D) on Γ is µ-semistable (respectively, (v0, µ)-
quasistable) if D is µE -semistable (respectively, (v0, µE)-quasistable) on ΓE . Clearly
every (v0, µ)-quasistable pseudo-divisor is µ-semistable.
Let us recall some important properties of quasistable pseudo-divisors on a graph.
Proposition 2.4. Let (Γ, v0, µ) be degree-d polarized graph with 1 leg. Assume that
ι : Γ → Γ′ is a specialization of graphs. For every pseudo-divisor (E , D) on Γ of
degree-d, the following properties hold:
(i) if (E , D) is (v0, µ)-quasistable then the pseudo-divisor ι∗(E , D) on Γ′ is
(ι(v0), ι∗(µ))-quasistable;
(ii) (E , D) is (v0, µ)-quasistable if and only if E is nondisconnecting and the
divisor DE on ΓE is (v0, µE)-quasistable.
Proof. See [5, Proposition 4.6]. 
Remark 2.5. It is easy to see that if a divisor D on ΓE is (v0, µE)-quasistable, then
D(v) = 0,−1 for every exceptional vertex v ∈ V (ΓE). Moreover if Γ̂ is a refinement
of Γ then µ induces a polarization µ̂ in Γ̂ given by
µ̂(v) =
{
0, if v is exceptional;
µ(v), if v ∈ V (Γ),
where we view V (Γ) as a subset of V (Γ̂) via the injection a : V (Γ)→ V (Γ̂) induced
by the refinement. If a divisor D on Γ̂ is (v0, µ̂)-quasistable, then for every edge
e ∈ E(Γ) we have D(v) = 0 for all but at most one exceptional vertex v over e;
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if such a vertex v over e exists, then D(v) = −1. Hence, every (v0, µ̂)-quasistable
divisor D of Γ̂ induces a (v0, µ)-quasistable pseudo-divisor (E ′, D′) on Γ.
Let QDv0,µ(Γ) be the set of (v0, µ)-quasistable pseudo-divisors on Γ. Note that
QDv0,µ(Γ) is a poset where the partial order is (E , D) ≥ (E ′, D′) if (E , D) specializes
to (E ′, D′). In Figure 2, we illustrate the poset QDv0,µ(Γ), where Γ is a graph with
2 vertices v0, v1 and 3 edges, and µ is the trivial polarization of degree 0.
1 1
-1
-1
1 0
-1
0 1
-1
1 -1 0 0 -1 1
Figure 2. The poset of pseudo-divisors.
We say that µ is a universal genus-g polarization (of degree d), if µ is a collection
of polarizations µΓ of degree d for every genus-g weighted stable graph with 1 leg
Γ, such that µΓ′ = ι∗(µΓ) for every specialization ι : Γ → Γ′. This polarization
extends to every genus-g semistable graph, since every genus-g semistable graph is
a subdivision of a stable graph.
If µ is a universal genus-g polarization, we define the poset QDµ,g as
QDµ,g :=
{
(Γ, E , D); Γ is a genus-g stable graph with 1 leg
(E , D) is a (v0, µΓ)-quasistable pseudo-divisor on Γ
}
∼
where the ordering is given by specializations, and (Γ, E , D) ∼ (Γ′, E ′, D′) if there
exists an isomorphism ι : Γ→ Γ′ such that (E ′, D′) = ι∗(E , D).
2.4. Tropical curves. A metric graph is a pair (Γ, `) where Γ is a graph and ` is
a function ` : E(Γ) → R>0, called length function. If −→Γ is an orientation on Γ, we
define the tropical curve X associated to (
−→
Γ , `) as
X =
(⋃
e∈E(−→Γ ) Ie ∪ V (
−→
Γ )
)
∼
where Ie = [0, `(e)]×{e} and ∼ is the equivalence relation generated by (0, e) ∼ s(e)
and (`(e), e) ∼ t(e). The tropical curve X has a natural topology and its connected
components have a natural structure of metric space. Note that the definition of
X does not depend on the chosen orientation. For two points p, q ∈ Ie we denote
by pq (respectively, −→pq) the interval (respectively, oriented interval) [p, q] ⊂ Ie.
We say that the tropical curves X and Y are isomorphic if there is a bijec-
tion between X and Y that is an isometry over each connected component of X.
Moreover, a graph Γ (respectively,
−→
Γ ) is a model (respectively, directed model) of a
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tropical curve X if there exists a length function ` on Γ such that X and the tropical
curve associated to (Γ, `) are isomorphic. Sometimes, we will use interchangeably
the notion of tropical curve and of its isomorphism class. If X and Y are tropical
curves and ΓX and ΓY are models for X and Y , we say that the pairs (X,ΓX) and
(Y,ΓY ) are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism f : X → Y of tropical curves
such that f(V (ΓX)) = V (ΓY ) and f induces an isomorphism of graphs between
ΓX and ΓY .
We say that a tropical curve Y is a tropical subcurve of X if there is an injection
Y ⊂ X that is an isometry onto its image. In this case, if ΓY is a model of Y , one
can choose a model ΓX of X such that ΓY is a subgraph of ΓX . Conversely, if Γ
′ is
a subgraph of a model ΓX of X, then Γ
′ induces a tropical subcurve Y of X. Note
that a tropical subcurve can be a single point. If Y and Z are tropical subcurves of
X then Y ∩Z and Y ∪Z are also tropical subcurves of X. From now on all tropical
curves will be connected (and hence pure-dimensional), while we will allow possibly
nonconnected tropical subcurves (and hence possibly non pure dimensional).
Let X be a tropical curve with a model ΓX and Y ⊂ X be a tropical subcurve
of X. Then, there is a minimal refinement ΓX,Y of ΓX such that Y is induced by
a subgraph ΓY of ΓX,Y . We define
δX,Y :=
∑
v∈V (ΓY )
valE(ΓX,Y )\E(ΓY )(v)
The definition of δX,Y does not depend on the choice of the model ΓX of X. When
no confusion may arise, we will simply write δY instead of δX,Y .
Let X be a tropical curve, ΓX a model of X, and ` the induced metric on ΓX .
A specialization ι : ΓX → Γ′ induces a metric `′ on Γ′ defined as
`′ : E(Γ′)
ι∗
↪→ E(Γ) `→ R>0.
Let Y be the tropical curve associated to (Γ′, `′). Then there is an induced function
ι : X → Y that is constant on the edges of ΓX contracted by ι. We call this function
a specialization of X to Y .
An n-pointed tropical curve is a pair (X, leg) where X is a tropical curve and
leg: In = {0, . . . , n − 1} → X is a function. For every p ∈ X, we set `(p) :=
#leg−1(p). A weight on a tropical curve X is a function w : X → Z≥0 such that
w(p) 6= 0 only for finitely many points p ∈ X.
An n-pointed weighted tropical curve (X,w, leg) is stable if δX,p+2w(p)+`(p) ≥ 3
for every point p ∈ X such that δX,p ≤ 1. The genus g(X,w) of a weighted tropical
curve (X,w) is defined by the formula
2g(X,w)− 2 :=
∑
p∈X
(2w(p)− 2 + δX,p).
The sum on right-hand side of the last formula is finite, since (δX,p, w(p)) 6= (2, 0)
only for finitely many p ∈ X. We often abuse notation and denote by X the pair
(X,w) leaving the weight implicit.
2.5. Divisors on tropical curves. Let X be a tropical curve. A divisor on X is
a map D : X → Z such that D(p) 6= 0 for finitely many points p ∈ X.
Let D be a divisor on X. The degree of D is the integer degD := ∑p∈X D(p).
The support of D, written supp(D), is the set of points p of X such that D(p) 6= 0.
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We say that D is effective if D(p) ≥ 0 for every p ∈ X. We let Div(X) be the
Abelian group of divisors on X and Divd(X) the subset of degree-d divisors on X.
Given a weighted tropical curve (X,w), the canonical divisor ωX of X is defined
as ωX(p) = 2w(p) + δX,p − 2. Clearly, deg(ωX) = 2g(X)− 2.
If ι : X → Y is a specialization (or an inclusion ι : X ↪→ Y ) of tropical curves,
we define ι∗(D) as
ι∗(D)(q) :=
∑
p∈ι−1(q)
D(p)
for every q ∈ Y . Note that deg(D) = deg(ι∗(D)).
Let ΓX be a model of X. Then every divisor on ΓX can be seen as a divisor on
X. Given a divisor D on X, we define ΓX,D as the smallest refinement of ΓX such
that supp(D) ⊂ V (ΓX,D). If X and Y are tropical curves and D and D′ are divisors
on X and Y , respectively, we say that the pairs (X,D) and (Y,D′) are isomorphic
if there is an isomorphisms f : X → Y of tropical curves such that D(p) = D′(f(p))
for every p ∈ X.
A rational function on X is a continuous, piecewise-linear function f : X → R
with integer slopes. If (
−→
Γ , `) is a directed model of X, then for every e ∈ E(−→Γ ) and
a ∈ R with 0 ≤ a ≤ `(e), we let pa,e be the point of X lying on e whose distance
from s(e) is a. We say that a rational function f on X has slope b over −−−−−−−→pe,a1 , pe,a2 ,
for a1, a2 ∈ R and 0 ≤ a1 < a2 ≤ `(e), if the restriction of f to the locus of points
pa,e for a1 ≤ a ≤ a2 is linear and has slope b.
A principal divisor on X is a divisor of the form
divX(f) :=
∑
p∈X
ordp(f)p ∈ Div(X),
where f is a rational function on X and ordp(f) is the sum of the incoming slopes
of f at p. A principal divisor has degree zero. The support of a rational function
f on X is defined as supp(f) = {p ∈ X; ordp(f) 6= 0}. We denote by Prin(X) the
subgroup of Div(X) of principal divisors. Given divisors D1,D2 ∈ Div(X), we say
that D1 and D2 are equivalent if D1 −D2 ∈ Prin(X).
Let f be a rational function on the tropical curve X and Γ be a model of X
such that supp(f) ⊂ V (Γ). Then f is linear over each edge of Γ. If f is nowhere
constant, then it induces an orientation
−→
Γ on Γ, such that f has always positive
slopes. In this case, we can define a positive flow φf on
−→
Γ where φf (e) is equal to
the slope of f over e, for every e ∈ E(−→Γ ). It is clear that divX(f) = div(φf ), where
div(φf ) is seen as a divisor on X. Note that the orientation
−→
Γ on Γ induced by
a rational function f is acyclic, because there are no strictly increasing functions
on the circle S1. If f is constant on a subset E ⊂ E(Γ), then we can contract all
edges in E and get a specialization ι : X → Y of tropical curves. Clearly, f induces
a nowhere constant rational function on Y . Hence f induces an acyclic orientation−−→
Γ/E on Γ/E and a positive flow φf on Γ/E . We abuse notation and denote by φf
also the nonnegative flow induced by f on Γ.
Every n-pointed weighted tropical curve X has a stable reduction st(X), which
is a stable n-pointed weighted tropical curve, such that there is a unique special-
ization redX : X → st(X) satisfying the following condition: if ι : X → Y is any
specialization, where Y is a stable n-pointed weighted tropical curve, then ι factors
through redX . Similar to the discussion before Example 2.2, we note that redX is
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induced by a sequence of specializations starting from X, in each step contracting
a segment of X that has an endpoint of valence 1, weight 0 and at most one leg
attached to it. In this way, we can view st(X) as a tropical subcurve of X. Let
ι : st(X) → X be the natural inclusion. Note that every divisor D on X is equiv-
alent to the divisor redX∗(D), seen as a divisor in X in the natural way via the
pushforward via ι.
Example 2.6. Let (X, p0) be the leftmost pointed weighted tropical curve in Figure
3. Then, the stable reduction st(X) is the rightmost pointed weighted tropical curve
in Figure 3. Note that there is a natural specialization X → st(X) and st(X) can
be seen as a subcurve of X.
2
p0
2
p0
Figure 3. Stable reduction of a pointed weighted tropical curve.
2.6. Quasistability on tropical curves. In analogy with graphs, we introduce
the notion of quasistability for a divisor on a tropical curve.
Let X be a tropical curve. A degree-d polarization on X is a function µ : X → R
such that µ(p) = 0 for all, but finitely many p ∈ X, with ∑p∈X µ(p) = d. We
define the support of µ as
supp(µ) := {p ∈ X;µ(p) 6= 0}.
Let µ be a degree-d polarization on X. For every tropical subcurve Y ⊂ X, we
define µ(Y ) :=
∑
p∈Y µ(p). For any divisor D on X and every tropical subcurve
Y ⊂ X, we set
βD(Y ) := deg(D|Y )− µ(Y ) + δY
2
.
A divisor D on a tropical curve X is µ-semistable if βD(Y ) ≥ 0, for every tropical
subcurve Y ⊂ X. Given a point p0 of X, we say that D is (p0, µ)-quasistable if it is
µ-semistable and βD(Y ) > 0 for every proper tropical subcurve Y ⊂ X such that
p0 ∈ Y .
If µ is a degree-d polarization on X and p0 a point on X, we will call (X, p0, µ)
a degree-d polarized pointed tropical curve.
In the next proposition we establish a connection between quasistability on
graphs and tropical curves. Note that, given a polarization µ on a tropical curve X
and a model ΓX of X such that supp(µ) ⊂ V (ΓX), we can view µ as a polarization
on ΓX .
Proposition 2.7. Let (X, p0, µ) be a degree-d polarized pointed tropical curve. A
degree-d divisor D on X is (p0, µ)-quasistable if and only if D is (p0, µ)-quasistable
on ΓX,D, where D is the divisor D seen as a divisor on ΓX,D.
Proof. See [5, Proposition 5.3]. 
Combining Remark 2.5 with Proposition 2.7, we deduce the following result.
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Corollary-Definition 2.8. Let D a (p0, µ)-quasistable degree-d divisor on X.
Then ΓX,D is an E-subdivision of ΓX for some E ⊂ E(ΓX), and the pair (E , D) is
a (p0, µ)-quasistable degree-d pseudo-divisor on ΓX , where D is the divisor D seen
as a divisor on ΓEX . We call (E , D) the pseudo-divisor on ΓX induced by D.
Proof. See [5, Proposition 5.4]. 
The following useful result tells us that in every class of divisors on a tropical
curve there is a canonical representative which is (p0, µ)-quasistable.
Theorem 2.9. Let (X, p0, µ) be a degree-d polarized pointed tropical curve. Given
a divisor D on X of degree d, there exists a unique degree-d divisor on X equivalent
to D which is (p0, µ)-quasistable.
Proof. See [5, Theorem 5.6]. 
3. The universal tropical Abel map
3.1. Tropical moduli spaces. In this section we introduce the tropical moduli
spaces which we will be dealing with, focusing on the universal tropical Jacobian.
Given a finite set S ⊂ Rn we define
cone(S) :=
{∑
s∈S
λss|λs ∈ R≥0
}
.
A subset σ ⊂ Rn is called a polyhedral cone if σ = cone(S) for some finite set
S ⊂ Rn. If there exists S ⊂ Zn with σ = cone(S) then σ is called rational.
Let σ ⊂ Rn be a polyhedral cone. Then σ is the intersection of finitely many
closed half-spaces. We denote by span(σ) the minimal linear subspace containing
σ. The dimension of σ, written dim(σ), is the dimension of span(σ). The relative
interior σ◦ is the interior of σ inside span(σ). A face of σ is the intersection of σ
with some linear subspace H ⊂ Rn of codimension one such that σ is contained
in one of the closed half-spaces determined by H. A face of σ is also a polyhedral
cone. If τ is a face of σ, then we write τ ≺ σ. In the sequel we will use the word
cone to mean rational polyhedral cone.
A morphism f : τ → σ between cones τ ⊂ Rm and σ ⊂ Rn is the restriction to τ
of an integral linear transformation T : Rn → Rm such that T (τ) ⊂ σ. We say that
f is an isomorphism if there exists an inverse morphism f−1 : σ → τ . A morphism
f : τ → σ is called a face morphism if f is an isomorphism between τ and a (not
necessarily proper) face of σ.
Remark 3.1. If the integral linear transformation T is injective and primitive, i.e.,
T−1(Zm) = Zn, and f is a surjection, then f is an isomorphism. Indeed, since f is a
bijection, the image of the restriction of T to span(τ) is precisely span(σ). Moreover
T |span(τ) : span(τ) → span(σ) is an integral isomorphism, because T is primitive,
hence it admits an integral inverse T ′ : span(σ) → span(τ) with T ′(σ) = τ . Upon
choosing a basis e1, . . . , em of Zm such that e1, . . . , ek is a basis of Zm ∩ span(σ),
we can extend the map T ′ to Rm by T ′(ej) = 0 for every j = k + 1, . . . ,m. This
gives rise to the inverse f−1.
A fan Σ is a set of cones such that:
(1) if σ ∈ Σ and τ ≺ σ, then τ ∈ Σ;
(2) if σ, τ ∈ Σ, then σ ∩ τ is a face of both σ and τ .
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A generalized cone complex Σ is the colimit (as a topological space) of a finite
diagram D of cones with face morphisms. A cone σ in a finite diagram of cones D
is maximal if there is no proper face morphism f : σ → τ in D.
Let Σ and Σ′ be generalized cone complexes. A morphism of generalized cone
complexes is a continuous map of topological spaces f : Σ→ Σ′ such that for every
cone σ ∈ D there exists a cone σ′ ∈ D′ such that the induced map σ → Σ′ factors
through a cone morphism σ → σ′. In fact, for a continuous map f : Σ → Σ′ to be
a morphism of generalized cone complexes it suffices that for every maximal cone
σ ∈ D there exists a cone σ′ ∈ D′ such that the induced map σ → Σ′ factors
through a cone morphism σ → σ′.
For a graph Γ, the open cone R|E(Γ)|>0 parametrizes all possible choices for the
lengths of the edges of Γ. Hence, M tropΓ := R
E(Γ)
>0 /Aut(Γ) parametrizes isomorphism
classes of pairs (X,ΓX), where X is a tropical curve and ΓX is a model of X
isomorphic to Γ. We will identify E(Γ) with the canonical basis of R|E(Γ)|.
If ι : Γ→ Γ′ is a specialization, then there is an inclusion RE(Γ′) ⊂ RE(Γ) induced
by the inclusion E(Γ′) ⊂ E(Γ). Given a refinement Γ′ of Γ, there is a map
F : RE(Γ
′) →RE(Γ)(4)
(xe′)e′∈E(Γ′) 7→(ye)e∈E(Γ),
where, if b : E(Γ′)→ E(Γ) is the surjection induced by the refinement Γ′,
ye :=
∑
e′∈E(Γ′)
b(e′)=e
xe′ .
If X is a stable n-pointed tropical curve of genus-g, then X admits exactly one
stable model ΓX . Hence the moduli space M
trop
g,n of stable n-pointed tropical curves
of genus g is the generalized cone complex given as the colimit of the diagram
whose cones are R|E(Γ)|≥0 , where Γ runs through all stable genus-g weighted graphs
with n legs, with face morphisms specified by specializations. More precisely, if Γ
specializes to Γ′, then R|E(Γ
′)|
≥0 is a face of R
|E(Γ)|
≥0 via the inclusion E(Γ
′) ⊂ E(Γ).
For more details about M tropg,n+1 and its compactification M
trop
g,n+1, see [38, Section
2], [10, Sections 2.1 and 3.2], [13, Section 3], [14, Section 3], and [2, Section 4].
If (X,w, leg) is a stable n-pointed weighted tropical curve, then there is a unique
stable weighted graph with n legs Γst that is a model of X with weights and legs
satisfying the following property: for every p ∈ X such that either w(p) 6= 0 or
`(p) 6= 0, then p ∈ V (Γst). We call Γst the stable model of X.
For the remainder of the paper we will usually omit to denote the weight w of a
weighted tropical curve.
Definition 3.2. Let (Γ, v0, µ) be a degree-d polarized graph with 1 leg. For each
(v0, µ)-quasistable pseudo-divisor (E , D) on Γ, we define
σ(Γ,E,D) := R
E(ΓE)
≥0 and σ
◦
(Γ,E,D) := R
E(ΓE)
>0 .
If ι : (Γ, E , D) → (Γ′, E ′, D′) is a specialization, then there is a natural inclusion
σ(Γ′,E′,D′) → σ(Γ,E,D). For a fixed (Γ, v0, µ), we define the generalized cone complex
J tropΓ,µ := lim−→ σ(Γ
′,E′,D′),
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where (Γ′, E ′, D′) runs through all specializations ι : Γ → Γ′ and (ι(v0), ι∗(µ))-
quasistable pseudo-divisors (E ′, D′) on Γ′. We note that every (ι(v0), ι∗(µ))-quasistable
pseudo divisor (E ′, D′) on Γ′ is the specialization of a (v0, µ)-quasistable pseudo-
divisor on Γ (see [4, Proposition 4.10]).
Let µ be a universal genus-g polarization. The universal tropical Jacobian (with
respect to µ) is defined as the generalized cone complex
J tropµ,g := lim−→ σ(Γ,E,D) =
∐
(Γ,E,D)
σ◦(Γ,E,D)/Aut(Γ, E , D)
where (Γ, E , D) runs through all elements of QDµ,g.
In the next result we collect some properties of the universal tropical Jacobian.
Theorem 3.3. The generalized cone complex J tropµ,g has pure dimension 4g− 2 and
is connected in codimension 1. The natural forgetful map pitrop : J tropµ,g → M tropg,1 is
a morphism of generalized cone complexes. For every stable pointed tropical curve
X of genus g, there is a homeomorphism
(pitrop)−1([X]) ∼= J trop(X)/Aut(X),
where J trop(X) is the tropical Jacobian of X.
Proof. See [5, Theorem 5.14]. 
3.2. The universal tropical Abel map. We introduce the universal tropical
Abel map and study its properties. The universal tropical Abel map is not, in
general, a morphism of generalized cone complexes. We will provide its “resolution”
within the category of generalized cone complexes.
Fix a nonnegative integer n, a sequence A = (a0, a1, . . . , an,m) of n+ 2 integers
and a universal genus-g polarization µ of degree d over M tropg,1 , where
d :=
∑
0≤i≤n
ai +m(2g − 2).
The universal tropical Abel map is defined as
αtropA,µ : M
trop
g,n+1 →J tropµ,g(5)
(X, p0, . . . , pn) 7→(st(X, p0),D),
where st(X, p0) is the stable reduction of (X, p0) and, if ωX is the canonical divisor
of X, then D is the unique (p0, µ)-quasistable divisor on st(X) equivalent to
redX,∗(mωX +
∑
0≤i≤n
aipi).
(Recall Theorem 2.9 and that st(X) can be viewed as a subcurve of X and then D
can be viewed as a divisor on X, which is equivalent to mωX +
∑
0≤i≤n aipi.)
In general, this map is not a morphism of cone complexes. We want to construct a
refinement βtropA,µ : M
trop
g,A →M tropg,n+1 such that the composition αtropA,µ ◦βtropA,µ : M tropg,A →
J tropµ,g is a morphism of generalized cone complexes.
Fix a degree-d polarized graph with 1 leg (Γ, v0, µ). Consider a degree-d divisor
D0 on Γ. For each (v0, µ)-quasistable pseudo-divisor (E , D) of degree d on Γ there
exists an orientation
−→
ΓE on ΓE and a flow φ on
−→
ΓE such that DE0 + div(φ) = D.
Indeed, DE0 and D have the same degree and the image of the map d
∗ : C1(Γ,Z)→
C0(Γ,Z) consists precisely of the divisors of degree 0. By Proposition 2.3, there is
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a finite number of pairs (E , φ) with φ an acyclic flow on ΓE such that DE0 + div(φ)
is (v0, µ)-quasistable.
Definition 3.4. For each pair (E , φ) where φ is an acyclic flow on ΓE , we define the
cone CΓ,E,φ ⊂ RE(Γ
E)
≥0 (respectively, C
◦
Γ,E,φ ⊂ RE(Γ
E)
>0 ) as the cone (respectively, the
open cone) given, in the coordinates (xe)e∈E(ΓE) of RE(Γ
E), by intersecting RE(Γ
E)
≥0
(respectively, RE(Γ
E)
>0 ) with the linear subspace given by the following equations:
(6)
∑
e∈E(ΓE)
γ(e)φ(e)xe = 0
where γ runs over the set of cycles in Γ or, equivalently, over the elements of a basis
of H1(Γ,Z) (recall the definition (3) of γ(e) for e ∈ E(ΓE)).
Note that there is a natural bijection between the cycles in Γ and the cycles of
ΓE , taking a cycle γ in Γ to its subdivision induced by E . In the sequel, we will
identify the cycles in Γ and the cycles in ΓE .
Remark 3.5. The cone C◦Γ,E,φ parametrizes tropical curves X with model Γ such
that X admits a rational function f whose induced flow φf is equal to the flow φ
on ΓE .
Notation 3.6. We let KΓ,E,φ (respectively, K◦Γ,E,φ) be the cone obtained as the
image of CΓ,E,φ (respectively, C◦Γ,E,φ) via the map F : R
E(ΓE)
≥0 → RE(Γ)≥0 in (4).
We have a natural map
CΓ,E,φ → KΓ,E,φ.
Proposition 3.7. If E ⊂ E(Γ) is nondisconnecting and φ is an acyclic flow on ΓE
such that div(φ)(v) = −1 for every exceptional vertex v ∈ V (ΓE), then the induced
map CΓ,E,φ → KΓ,E,φ is an isomorphism of cones.
Proof. If E = ∅, then the result is clear, hence we can assume E 6= ∅.
Fix a spanning tree T not intersecting E . Hence, for each e′ ∈ E , there exists a
unique cycle γe′ on Γ such that E(γe′) \ T = {e′}. Let H be the linear subspace of
RE(ΓE) given in the coordinates (xe)e∈E(ΓE) of RE(Γ
E) by the equations∑
e∈E(ΓE)
γe′(e)φ(e)xe = 0
for every e′ ∈ E . We will prove that the restriction F |H : H → RE(Γ) is an integral
isomorphism.
Consider a point (xe)e∈E(ΓE) ∈ H and write F ((xe)e∈E(ΓE)) = (ue′)e′∈E(Γ), with
(ue′)e′∈E(Γ) ∈ RE(Γ). Fix an edge e0 of ΓE . Since ΓE is a subdivision of Γ, the
natural surjection b : E(ΓE) → E(Γ) satisfies |b−1(e′)| = 1 for every e′ ∈ E(Γ) \ E ,
and |b−1(e′)| = 2 for every e′ ∈ E . So, if b(e0) /∈ E , then b−1(b(e0)) = {e0}, and
hence xe0 = ub(e0). On the other hand, if b(e0) ∈ E , we consider γ := γb(e0) (the
cycle defined above), and we let b−1(b(e0)) = {e0, e1}. Consider the equation∑
e∈E(ΓE)\b−1(E)
γ(e)φ(e)xe +
∑
e∈b−1(E)
γ(e)φ(e)xe = 0.
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Recall that xe = ub(e) for e /∈ b−1(E). Then
(7)
∑
e∈b−1(E)
γ(e)φ(e)xe = −
∑
e∈E(ΓE)\b−1(E)
γ(e)φ(e)ub(e)
By the definition of γ, we have γ(e) = 0 for every e ∈ E(ΓE) such that b(e) ∈ E\{e0},
thus (7) translates into
γ(e0)φ(e0)xe0 + γ(e1)φ(e1)xe1 = −
∑
e∈E(ΓE)\b−1(E)
γ(e)φ(e)ub(e).
Note that xe0 + xe1 = ub(e0) because F ((xe)e∈E(ΓE)) = (ue′)e′∈E(Γ), hence
(γ(e0)φ(e0)− γ(e1)φ(e1))xe0 = −γ(e1)φ(e1)ub(e0) −
∑
e∈E(ΓE)\b−1(E)
γ(e)φ(e)ub(e).
However, since div(φ) has degree −1 on the exceptional vertices, it follows that
γ(e0)φ(e0)− γ(e1)φ(e1) ∈ {1,−1},
and we get
xe0 = ±
γ(e1)φ(e1)ub(e0) + ∑
e∈E(ΓE)\b−1(E)
γ(e)φ(e)ub(e)
 ,
and xe1 = ub(e0) − xe0 . This gives rise to the inverse (F |H)−1 : Rn → H as an
integral linear map. Since KΓ,E,φ = F (CΓ,E,φ), the cones KΓ,E,φ and CΓ,E,φ are
isomorphic by Remark 3.1. 
Let CΓ,E,φ and CΓ′,E′,φ′ be cones as in Definition 3.4. Assume that ι : (ΓE , φ)→
(Γ′E
′
, φ′) is a specialization. Then there is a natural inclusion CΓ′,E′,φ′ ⊂ CΓ,E,φ
induced by the inclusion RE(Γ′E
′
) ⊂ RE(ΓE). Since the diagram
RE(Γ′E
′
) −−−−→ RE(ΓE)y y
RE(Γ′) −−−−→ RE(Γ)
is commutative, we also have an induced inclusion KΓ′,E′,φ′ ⊂ KΓ,E,φ.
Let (Γ, v0, µ) be a degree-d polarized graph with one leg. For a degree-d divisor
D on Γ, we let AdmΓ(D) be the set whose elements are pairs (E , φ) with E a nondis-
connecting subset of E(Γ) and φ an acyclic flow on ΓE such that the pseudodivisor
(E , DE + div(φ)) is (v0, µ)-quasistable on Γ; we call the elements of AdmΓ(D) the
admissible pairs (with respect to D).
We note that if ι : (Γ, E , φ)→ (Γ′, E ′, φ′) is a specialization with φ and φ′ acyclic
and (E , φ) ∈ AdmΓ(D), then (E ′, φ′) ∈ AdmΓ′(ι∗(D)).
Proposition 3.8. Let (Γ, v0, µ) be a degree-d polarized graph with one leg and D0
be a degree-d divisor on Γ. There is a partition
RE(Γ)>0 =
∐
(E,φ)∈AdmΓ(D0)
K◦Γ,E,φ.
Moreover, if (E , φ) ∈ AdmΓ(D0) then
KΓ,E,φ =
∐
K◦Γ′,E′,φ′
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where the union runs through all specializations (Γ, E , φ) → (Γ′, E ′, φ′) with φ′
acyclic.
Proof. Let us prove the existence of the partition. Let (xe) be an element of RE(Γ)>0 .
Then (xe) induces a tropical curve X associated to the metric graph (Γ, `) with
metric ` such that `(e) = xe for every e ∈ E(Γ). Note that D0 induces a divisor on
X, which we will call D0. By Theorem 2.9, there is a (v0, µ)-quasistable divisor D′
on X such that D′ −D0 = div(f) for some rational function f on X. By Corollary
2.8, the divisor D′ induces an E-subdivision of Γ for some E ⊂ E(Γ) such that
(E , D′) is a (v0, µE)-quasistable pseudo-divisor on Γ, where D′ is the divisor on
ΓE induced by D′. Moreover, since supp(f) ⊂ supp(DE0 ) ∪ supp(D′), the rational
function f induces an acyclic flow φf on Γ
E such that DE0 + div(φf ) = D
′. This
proves that (xe) ∈ KΓ,E,φf , and hence RE(Γ)>0 is the union of the cones K◦Γ,E,φ. By
[5, Remark 3.2], there is a unique rational function f (up to scalars) such that
D′ −D0 = div(f). This means that (xe) belongs only to KΓ,E,φf , and hence there
is a partition as stated.
We now prove the second statement. We begin by showing that if (Γ′1, E ′1, φ′1)
and (Γ′2, E ′2, φ′2) are distinct then K◦Γ′1,E′1,φ′1 ∩K
◦
Γ′2,E′2,φ′2 = ∅. This is clear if Γ
′
1 6= Γ′2,
because, in this case,
K◦Γ′i,E′i,φ′i ⊂ R
E(Γ′i)
>0 ⊂ RE(Γ)≥0
for i = 1, 2, and RE(Γ
′
1)
>0 ∩ RE(Γ
′
2)
>0 = ∅ (when viewed as subsets of RE(Γ)). On the
other hand, if Γ′1 = Γ
′
2 =: Γ
′, then K◦Γ′,E′1,φ′1 ⊂ R
E(Γ′) and K◦Γ′,E′2,φ′2 ⊂ R
E(Γ′), hence
the first statement implies that K◦Γ′,E′1,φ′1 ∩K
◦
Γ′,E′2,φ′2 = ∅.
There remains to show that, if (xe)e∈E(Γ) ∈ KΓ,E,φ, then (xe)e∈E(Γ) ∈ K◦Γ′,E′,φ′
for some specialization (Γ, E , φ) → (Γ′, E ′, φ′) as in the statement. By Proposition
3.7, the induced map CΓ,E,φ → KΓ,E,φ is bijective, hence there exists a unique
point (ye)e∈E(ΓE) in CΓ,E,φ over (xe)e∈E(Γ). Let (Γ′, E ′, φ′) be the specialization
of (Γ, E , φ) contracting the edges e such that ye = 0. Then (ye)e∈E(Γ′) ∈ C◦Γ′,E′,φ′ ,
which means that (xe)e∈E(Γ) belongs to the image of C◦Γ′,E′,φ′ which is K
◦
Γ′,E′,φ′ . 
Given a degree-d polarized graph (Γ, v0, µ) with 1 leg and a degree-d divisor D0
on Γ, we define
(8) ΣΓ,D0,µ := {KΓ′,E′,φ′}
where (Γ′, E ′, φ′) runs through all specializations ι : Γ → Γ′ and admissible pairs
(E ′, φ′) ∈ AdmΓ′(ι∗(D0)). We now prove that ΣΓ,D0,µ is a fan.
Theorem 3.9. Let (Γ, v0, µ) be a degree-d polarized graph with 1 leg and D0 be a
degree-d divisor of Γ. If ι : (Γ, E , φ)→ (Γ′, E ′, φ′) is a specialization, then KΓ′,E′,φ′
is a face of KΓ,E,φ, and conversely, every face of KΓ,E,φ arises in this way. In
particular, ΣΓ,D0,µ is a fan in RE(Γ) whose support is precisely R
E(Γ)
≥0 .
Proof. The fact that ΣΓ,D0,µ is a fan follows by the first statement and Proposition
3.8. We note that, by Proposition 3.7, the fact that KΓ′,E′,φ′ is a face of KΓ,E,φ is
equivalent to CΓ′,E′,φ′ being a face of CΓ,E,φ. Consider the hyperplane H ⊂ RE(ΓE)
defined in the coordinates (xe)e∈E(ΓE) as
H :
∑
e∈E(ΓE)\E(Γ′E′ )
xe = 0.
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Note that CΓ,E,φ lies in one of the two half-spaces determined by H. Moreover
the intersection H ∩ CΓ,E,φ is precisely the set of points (xe)e∈E(ΓE) ∈ CΓ,E,φ such
that xe = 0 for every e ∈ E(ΓE) \ E(Γ′E′). But, setting xe = 0 for every e ∈
E(ΓE) \ E(Γ′E′) in (6), we get the equations of CΓ′,E′,φ′ , so CΓ′,E′,φ′ is a face of
CΓ,E,φ. Finally, using Proposition 3.8 we deduce that every face of KΓ′,E′,φ′ arises
in this way. 
Example 3.10. Let Γ be a graph with 2 vertices v0, v1 and 3 edges e0, e1, e2
connecting v0, v1, as in Figure 2. Let µ be the degree-0 polarization given by
µ(v) = 0 for every v ∈ V (Γ) and D0 be the divisor D0(v0) = 4, D0(v1) = −4. In
Figure 4 we depict a section of the fan ΣΓ,D0,µ.
Figure 4. A section of the fan ΣΓ,D0,µ.
Let E = {e0, e1} and φ be the flow in Figure 5. Then D := DE0 + div(φ) is (v0, µ)
quasistable (in fact, D is the uppermost divisor in Figure 2). Consider the basis
for H1(Γ,Z) given by e0 − e2 and e1 − e2 (keeping the orientation as in Figure 5).
1
1
2
2
1
v0 v1
Figure 5. The flow φ.
We denote by (z0, z1, z2) the coordinates of RE(Γ), where zi is associated with
ei for i = 0, 1, 2, and by (x0, y0, x1, y1, z2) the coordinates of RE(Γ
E), where xi
(respectively, yi) is associated with the edge over ei with flow 1 (respectively, flow
2) for i = 0, 1. Then the cone CΓ,E,φ ⊂ RE(Γ
E)
≥0 is given by the equations{
x0 + 2y0 − z2 = 0;
x1 + 2y1 − z2 = 0,
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and hence the cone KΓ,E,φ ⊂ RE(Γ) is given by inequalities{
0 ≤ z2 − z0 ≤ z0;
0 ≤ z2 − z1 ≤ z1.
The cone KΓ,E,φ has extremal rays (1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 2), (2, 1, 2), (1, 1, 2) and the gray
quadrilateral in Figure 4 is a section of KΓ,E,φ. The faces of KΓ,E,φ are obtained by
taking all the specializations of (Γ, E , φ) contracting some of the edges in Figure 5.
Let (Γ, v0, µ) be a degree-d polarized graph with 1 leg. Given a subdivision Γ̂ of
Γ and a degree-d divisor D0 on Γ̂, there is a continuous map
αtropD0,µ : R
E(Γ̂)
≥0 →J tropΓ,µ
(xe)e∈E(Γ̂) 7→(X,D′),
where X is the tropical curve with model Γ̂/Ŝ, with
Ŝ := {e ∈ E(Γ̂);xe = 0},
and lengths xe, for e ∈ E(Γ̂) \ Ŝ, and D′ is the unique (v0, µ)-quasistable divisor on
X equivalent to D0 (see Theorem 2.9). Here, as usual, we let D0 be the divisor on
X induced by ι∗(D0), where ι : Γ̂→ Γ̂/Ŝ is the natural specialization. Note that a
model for X is also Γ/S, where
S := {e ∈ E(Γ);xe′ = 0 for every e′ ∈ E(Γ̂) over e},
hence, in fact, (X,D′) corresponds to a point in J tropΓ,µ .
The map αtropD0,µ is rarely a morphism of generalized cone complexes. For instance,
each cone in ΣΓ,D0,µ in Example 3.10 maps to a cone σ(Γ,E,D) and their images are
not all contained in the same maximal cone of J tropΓ,µ . However, since ΣΓ̂,D0,µ is a
refinement of RE(Γ̂), there is a natural morphism of generalized cone complexes
βtropD0,µ : ΣΓ̂,D0,µ → R
E(Γ̂)
≥0 .
Next we prove that αtropD0,µ◦β
trop
D0,µ
is in fact a morphism of generalized cone complexes.
Theorem 3.11. Let (Γ, v0, µ) be a degree-d polarized graph with 1 leg and D0 a
degree-d divisor on a subdivision Γ̂ of Γ. Then the map
αtropD0,µ ◦ β
trop
D0,µ
: ΣΓ̂,D0,µ → J
trop
Γ,µ .
is a morphism of generalized cone complexes.
Proof. We set α := αtropD0,µ and β := β
trop
D0,µ
. Let KΓ̂′,E,φ be a cone of ΣΓ̂,D0,µ. We
need to show that the restriction of α ◦ β to KΓ̂′,E,φ factors as the composition of
the natural map σ(Γ′,E′,D′) → J tropΓ,µ and a cone morphism KΓ̂′,E,φ → σ(Γ′,E′,D′).
By the definition of ΣΓ̂,D0,µ the cone KΓ̂′,E,φ is associated to a specialization
ι̂ : Γ̂ → Γ̂′. Moreover, if we set D := ι̂∗(D0)E + div(φ), we know that the pseudo-
divisor (E , D) on Γ̂′ is (ι̂(v0), ι̂∗(µ̂))-quasistable. Let ι : Γ→ Γ′ be the specialization
of Γ such that an edge e ∈ E(Γ) is contracted by ι if and only if all edges in Γ̂ over
e are contracted by ι̂. Since the E-subdivision Γ̂′E of Γ̂′ is also a refinement of Γ′,
we can consider the (ι(v0), ι∗(µ))-quasistable pseudo-divisor (E ′, D′) on Γ′ induced
by (E , D) as described in Remark 2.5.
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Let us prove that the restriction of α ◦ β to KΓ̂′,E,φ is the composition of the
cone morphisms
(9) KΓ̂′,E,φ → CΓ̂′,E,φ ⊂ RE(Γ̂
′E)
≥0
F→ RE(Γ′E
′
)
≥0 = σ(Γ′,E′,D′)(→ J tropΓ,µ ),
where the first map is the isomorphism of Proposition 3.7 and F is the map in (4).
By Remark 3.5 and Propositions 3.7 and 3.8, every point in KΓ̂′,E,φ corresponds
to a tropical curve X, and φ induces a rational function f on X (possibly after
a specialization). If X is in K◦
Γ̂′,E,φ, then Γ̂
′ and Γ′ are models for X and there
are divisors D0, D and D′ on X induced respectively by ι̂∗(D0), D and D′. By
construction, we obtain
(10) D′ = D = D0 + div(f).
Since (E , D) is (v0, µ)-quasistable on Γ̂′, it follows from Proposition 2.7 that D,
and hence D′, are (p0, µ)-quasistable divisors on X, where p0 ∈ X is the point
corresponding to v0. On the other hand, if X is in the boundary of KΓ̂′,E,φ, then X
is a specialization of a curve in the interior K◦
Γ̂′,E,φ. Since quasistability is preserved
under pushforwards of specializations (see Propositions 2.4 and 2.7), we can still
define D′, D and D0 as above and apply the same reasoning to prove that (10) still
holds. Therefore, we conclude that
α ◦ β(X) = (X,D) = (X,D′) ∈ σ(Γ′,E′,D′),
which is what we wanted. 
Definition 3.12. Fix nonnegative integers g and n. Let A = (a0, . . . , an,m) be
a sequence of n + 2 integers. Let µ be a genus-g universal polarization of degree
d := m(2g − 2) +∑0≤i≤n ai. For every genus-g weighted graph Γ with n+ 1 legs,
we consider the divisor on Γ:
(11) DΓ,A := mωΓ +
∑
0≤i≤n
ailegΓ(i).
where ωΓ is the canonical divisor of Γ. Recall that if ι : (Γ, E , φ) → (Γ′, E ′, φ′) is a
specialization, then there exists an induced cone morphism KΓ′,E′,φ′ → KΓ,E,φ. We
define the generalized cone complex
M tropA,µ := lim−→KΓ,E,φ
where (Γ, E , φ) runs through all genus-g stable weighted graphs Γ with n + 1 legs
and an admissible pair (E , φ) ∈ AdmΓ(DΓ,A).
There is a natural forgetful morphism of generalized cone complexes
βtropA,µ : M
trop
A,µ →M tropg,n+1
given by the composition KΓ,E,φ ⊂ RE(Γ)≥0 → M tropΓ . Recall the definition (5) of
universal tropical Abel map αtropA,µ : M
trop
g,n+1 → J tropµ,g .
Theorem 3.13. The map αtropA,µ ◦βtropA,µ : M tropA,µ → J tropµ,g is a morphism of generalized
cone complexes.
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Proof. Let Γ be a genus-g stable weighted graph with n + 1 legs. Consider the
divisor D0 := DΓ,A on Γ defined in (11). By forgetting the last n legs of Γ, we
get a graph of genus g with 1 leg which, abusing notations, we still call Γ. By
the universal property satisfied by the stable model st(Γ), there exists a unique
refinement Γ̂ of st(Γ) endowed with a specialization redΓ : Γ → Γ̂. Recall that
the edges contracted by redΓ are separating, hence no cycle of Γ contains an edge
contracted by redΓ. By the equations (6) defining CΓ,E,φ, we obtain
CΓ,E,φ = CΓ̂,E,redΓ∗(φ) × R
E(Γ)\E(Γ̂)
≥0 ,
and hence, by Proposition 3.7,
KΓ,E,φ = KΓ̂,E,redΓ∗(φ) × R
E(Γ)\E(Γ̂)
≥0 .
We now follow the notations and arguments of the proof of Theorem 3.11,
in particular Equation (9) (with Γ̂ and st(Γ) instead of Γ̂′ and Γ′). We have
that the cone KΓ̂,E,redΓ∗(φ) maps to the cone σ(st(Γ),E′,D′) via a cone morphism
KΓ̂,E,redΓ∗(φ) → σ(st(Γ),E′,D′), where (E ′, D′) is the pseudo-divisor on st(Γ) induced
by the pseudo-divisor (E , redΓ∗(D0) + div(φ)) on Γ̂. Since (E , redΓ∗(D0) + div(φ))
is (ι(v0), ι∗(µ))-quasistable then so is (E ′, D′), which means that σ(st(Γ), E ′, D′) is
a cone of J tropg,µ . Hence KΓ,E,φ maps to σ(st(Γ),E′,D′) via the cone morphism which is
the composition of the projection KΓ,E,φ → KΓ̂,E,redΓ,∗(φ) and the cone morphism
KΓ̂,E,redΓ∗(φ) → σ(st(Γ),E′,D′). 
4. Toric varieties and binomial ideals
4.1. Toric varieties. In this section we discuss some results and constructions in
toric geometry. We refer to [18] for the basic results.
A toric variety X of dimension n is a normal variety with an embedding (k∗)n ↪→
X of the n-dimensional torus (k∗)n together with an action of (k∗)n on X that
preserves the natural action of (k∗)n on itself. A map of toric varieties X → X ′ is
called toric if it respects the torus actions on both X and X ′.
Let N ∼= Zn be a lattice and M := Hom(N,Z) be its dual. We let NR := N⊗R ∼=
Rn and MR := M ⊗ R = Hom(N,R). Given a strictly convex rational polyhedral
cone (or, simply, a cone) σ, we define
σ∨ := {u ∈MR;u(v) ≥ 0 for every v ∈ σ}.
We consider the finitely generated monoid Sσ := σ
∨ ∩M . We associate to σ the
finitely generated k-algebra
(12) Aσ := k[Sσ] =
⊕
u∈Sσ
k · χu
where the multiplication is given by χu · χv = χu+v, and we define the affine toric
variety Uσ := Spec (Aσ). If τ is a face of σ, then there is a natural inclusion
Sσ ⊂ Sτ which makes the natural map λ : Aσ → Aτ a localization homomorphism
with respect to the multiplicative system
(13) {χu;u ∈ Sσ, u(v) = 0 for every v ∈ τ}.
In fact, by [18, Proposition 1.3.16], we can choose an element u ∈ Sσ, such that
Sτ = Sσ + Zu, and in this case Aτ = (Aσ)χu . The element u can be chosen
as any element such that τ = {v ∈ σ;u(v) = 0}. Hence the induced morphism
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Uτ → Uσ is an open immersion, in particular Uτ is a principal open subscheme of
Uσ. More generally if τ → σ is cone morphism, then there exists an induced ring
homomorphism λ : Aσ → Aτ , giving rise to a toric morphism
(14) Uτ → Uσ.
For each fan Σ we can associate a scheme TV(Σ) , called the toric variety asso-
ciated to Σ, given by glueing the affine toric varieties Uσ for σ ∈ Σ. The scheme
TV(Σ) is covered by the affine open subsets Uσ. Moreover each cone σ ∈ Σ is asso-
ciated to an orbit O(σ) ⊂ TV(Σ); these orbits induce a stratification of TV(Σ) dual
to the natural stratification of Σ. For each cone σ ∈ Σ there is a closed invariant
subvariety V (σ) := O(σ) ⊂ TV(Σ) such that codim(V (σ)) = dim(σ). In particular,
every one-dimensional cone σ ∈ Σ corresponds to a Weil divisor on TV(Σ). We
also note that the ideal I(σ) of V (σ) in Uσ is
I(σ) = 〈χu;u ∈ Sσ, u /∈ σ⊥〉.
Moreover, if ησ is the generic point of V (σ), then the local ring of TV(Σ) at ησ is
(15) OTV(Σ),ησ = OUσ,ησ = (Aσ)I(σ)
We denote by Σ(1) the set of one-dimensional cones of Σ or, abusing notation,
the sets of its primitive generators. In particular, if σ is a cone, we write σ(1) for
the set of its extremal rays.
Let N and N ′ be lattices and F : N → N ′ be a linear transformation. If Σ and
Σ′ are fans in NR and N ′R, respectively, such that for every σ ∈ Σ there exists
σ′ ∈ Σ′ with F (σ) ⊂ σ′, then there is an induced toric morphism TV(Σ)→ TV(Σ′)
locally given as in (14).
If A is a local Noetherian k-algebra, there is an inclusion
k[z1, . . . , zn]→ A[[z1, . . . , zn]]
which induces a morphism
SA,n := Spec (A[[z1, . . . , zn]])→ Spec (k[z1, . . . , zn]) = Ank .
If Σ is a fan in Rn whose cones are contained in Rn≥0, then there is a toric
morphism TV(Σ) → Ank . In this case, for every local Noetherian k-algebra A, we
define the scheme
(16) TVA(Σ) := SA,n ×Ank TV(Σ).
Remark 4.1. Note that TVA(Σ) is flat over TV(Σ), because A[[z1, . . . , zn]] is a
flat k[z1, . . . , zn]-algebra and flatness is stable under base change (or, equivalently,
under tensor products).
Construction 4.2. We introduce a useful construction which we use in Section 5.
Given a cone σ ⊂ NR ∼= Rn and an element u ∈ Sσ, define the hyperplane
H ⊂ NR×R2 by u = u1 + u2, where {u1, u2} is the dual basis of (R2)∨ induced by
the canonical basis of R2. Define the cone τ ⊂ H as
τ := (σ × R2≥0) ∩H.
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We obtain the following diagram:
τ σ × R2≥0 σ
H NR × R2 Rn.
Dualizing, we get a diagram:
τ∨ σ∨ × (R2≥0)∨ σ∨
H∨ (NR)∨ × (R2)∨ (Rn)∨.
Now, Sτ = τ
∨∩ ((NR×Z2)∩H)∨ is generated by (the image of) Sσ and (the image
of) u1 and u2. Since u = u1 + u2, we get
Sτ ∼= Sσ ⊕ Z≥0u1 ⊕ Z≥0u2
u− u1 − u2 .
This implies that
(17) Aτ ∼= Aσ[x, y]〈xy − χu〉 ,
where x and y are identified with χu1 and χu2 . Moreover, if r is an extremal ray
of σ, then the preimage of the cone 〈r〉 in τ under the induced map τ → σ, is the
cone generated by (r, 0, v(r)) and (r, v(r), 0). We denote this cone by τ ′.
Let u ∈ Sσ such that r = {v ∈ σ;u(v) = 0}. By [18, Proposition 1.3.16], we have
Ar = (Aσ)χu . Since τ
′ is the preimage of r, it follows that τ ′ = {v ∈ τ ;u(v) = 0}
(viewing u in Sτ ). Again, by [18, Proposition 1.3.16], we have Aτ ′ = (Aτ )χu . We
will use this description in terms of localization in the proof of Theorem 6.2.
4.2. Monomial and binomial ideals. We recall and prove some results about
monomial and binomial ideals.
A binomial in a polynomial ring k[x1, . . . , xn] is a polynomial which has at most
two terms, i.e., it is of the form axα + bxβ for a, b ∈ k and α, β ∈ Zn≥0. A binomial
ideal is an ideal generated by binomials.
By [18, Proposition 1.1.9], every ideal defining an affine toric variety is a bi-
nomial ideal. In other words, if σ is a cone, there is a surjective homomorphism
k[y1, . . . , ys]→ Aσ whose kernel is a binomial ideal.
Proposition 4.3. If B, I1, . . . , Is are ideals in k[x1, . . . , xn] such that B is a bino-
mial ideal and I1, . . . , Is are monomial ideals, then
(1) (B + I1) ∩ . . . ∩ (B + Is) is generated by monomials modulo B;
(2) any monomial in B + I1 + . . . + Is lies in the ideal B + Ii for some i.
In particular, if m,m1, . . . ,ms are monomials in k[x1, . . . , xn] and m ∈
B + (m1, . . . ,ms), then m ∈ B + (mi) for some i.
Proof. See [22, Corollary 1.6]. 
In particular, given a cone σ, the intersection of monomial ideals in Aσ is a
monomial ideal.
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Proposition 4.4. Let B ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xn] be a binomial ideal, m1, . . . ,mt monomi-
als, and f1, . . . , ft polynomials such that
∑t
i=1 fimi ∈ B. Let fi,j denote the terms
of fi. For each term fi,j, either fi,jmi ∈ B or there is a term fi′,j′ , distinct from
fi,j, and a scalar a ∈ k such that fi,jmi + afi′,j′mi′ ∈ B.
Proof. See [22, Corollary 1.7]. 
Proposition 4.5. Let B and I be, respectively, a binomial and a monomial ideal
ideal in the ring k[x1, . . . , xn]. If f ∈ B + I and f ′ is the sum of the terms of f
that are not individually contained in B + I, then f ′ ∈ B.
Proof. See [22, Proposition 1.10]. 
Corollary 4.6. If σ is a cone and I is a monomial ideal in Aσ, then f ∈ I if and
only if each term of f is in I.
Proof. One direction is clear. Consider f =
∑
m∈Λ amχ
m ∈ I, with am ∈ k∗ and
Λ ⊂ Sσ a finite subset. Let B be the binomial ideal of k[y1, . . . , ys] such that
Aσ =
k[y1, . . . , ys]
B
.
For each m, choose um = (u1, . . . , us) ∈ Zs≥0 such that χm = [yum ], where
yum := yu11 · · · yuss . Let I ′ = 〈yum ;χm ∈ I〉, so that I = (B + I ′)/B. Since
f =
∑
m∈Λ am[y
um ], we have
∑
m∈Λ amy
um ∈ B + I ′. Let Λ′ := {m ∈ Λ; yum /∈
B + I ′}. By Proposition 4.5, we have ∑m∈Λ′ amyum ∈ B. If Λ′ 6= ∅, then by
Proposition 4.4 for each m ∈ Λ′ there exists m′ ∈ Λ′ \ {m} and a scalar a ∈ k such
that yum −ayum′ ∈ B. This would imply that χm = aχm′ , which means that a = 1
and m = m′, a contradiction. Then Λ′ = ∅ and we are done. 
If P is a prime ideal of a ring A, the n-th symbolic power P (n) is the P -primary
component of Pn, or equivalenty, P (n) is the preimage of the localized ideal PnP
under the localization map A → AP . Note that if P is the ideal of a prime Weil
divisor Y on the affine scheme Spec (A), then P (n) is the ideal of the Weil divisor
nY.
The next Proposition will be used in Lemma 6.4 to check that a Weil divisor of
the form mY is actually Cartier, and to compute its local equation.
Proposition 4.7. Consider the ring A = k[x, y, u]/〈xy−ut〉 and the ideal I = 〈y, u〉
of A. If m = tn for some positive integers m and n, then I(m) = 〈yn〉. In particular
if B is a flat A-algebra such that IB is prime, then (IB)(m) = 〈yn〉B.
Proof. If t = 1, then I = 〈y〉 and the statement is clear. So, we can assume t ≥ 2.
Note that I is prime and Im = 〈ym−aua; a = 0, . . . ,m〉. Write a = qt + r, with
0 ≤ r ≤ t− 1. Then
Im = 〈ynxn, y(t−1)(n−q)+n−rxqur; q = 0, . . . , n− 1 and r = 0, . . . , t− 1〉,
because ut = xy and m = tn. Therefore
Im = 〈yn〉〈xn, y(t−1)(n−q)−rxqur; q = 0, . . . , n− 1 and r = 0, . . . , t− 1〉.
However, the ideal
〈xn, y(t−1)(n−q)−rxqur; q = 0, . . . , n− 1 and r = 0, . . . , t− 1〉
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contains xn and ym−n (for q = r = 0), hence it has codimension 2, and therefore
cannot be contained in I. Localizing in I, we get ImAI = 〈yn〉AI , and hence the
preimage of ImAI in A, which is precisely I
(m) by definition, is 〈yn〉.
The last statement of the Proposition follows from [44, Tag 05G9]. 
The following result will be used to check that certain ideal sheaves on a family
of curves are torsion-free.
Proposition 4.8. Let A be a local domain with maximal ideal m, residual field F ,
and u, v elements in m. Consider the ideal I = 〈y, u〉 of the ring R := A[[x,y]]〈xy−uv〉 .
Then
I ⊗R F [[x, y]]〈xy〉
∼= 〈x, y〉, I ⊗R F [[y]] ∼= F [[y]]⊕ F [[y]]〈y〉 , IF [[y]] = 〈y〉,
where 〈x, y〉 is seen as an ideal in F [[x,y]]〈xy〉 .
Proof. Set B := F [[x,y]]〈xy〉 . A simple computation (using that A is a domain) shows
that
I =
Aα⊕Aβ
〈xα− vβ, uα− yβ〉 ,
then we obtain
I ⊗R F [[x, y]]〈xy〉 =
Bα⊕Bβ
〈xα, yβ〉
∼= 〈x, y〉
and
I ⊗R F [[y]] = F [[y]]α⊕ F [[y]]β〈yβ〉
∼= F [[y]]α⊕ Fβ ∼= F [[y]]⊕ F [[y]]〈y〉 .
The natural map I ⊗R F [[y]] → F [[y]] takes α to y and β to 0, so its image is
〈y〉. 
Let σ be a cone and τ a face of σ. Recall the homomorphism λ : Aσ → Aτ
defined before (14). We need to describe the preimage of a principal monomial
ideal in Aτ under λ. Before this, we need a lemma.
Lemma 4.9. Let σ be a cone and χu, χv ∈ Aσ be monomials with u, v ∈ Sσ. If
χu ∈ 〈χv〉, then u− v ∈ Sσ.
Proof. Write χu = fχv, where f = a1χ
v1 + . . .+ asχ
vs ∈ Aσ, with v1, . . . , vs ∈ Sσ
and a1, . . . , as ∈ k. By Proposition 4.4, either χu = 0 or there exist a ∈ k and
j ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that χu − aajχvj+v = 0. Note that both χu and χu − aajχvj+v
are regular functions on the torus. Write u = (u1, . . . , un). Since χ
u(t1, . . . , tn) =
tu11 · · · tunn is nonzero on the torus, we deduce that χu 6= 0, and hence χu/χvj+v =
aaj . However
χu(1, . . . , 1)
χvj+v(1, . . . , 1)
= 1
from which we get χu = χvj+v, which implies u− v = vj ∈ Sσ. 
Proposition 4.10. Let σ be a cone and τ a face of σ. Let λ : Aσ → Aτ be the
corresponding localization homomorphism. For every u0 ∈ Sτ ,
λ−1(〈χu0〉) = 〈χv; v ∈ Sσ and v − u0 ∈ Sτ 〉,
so, in particular λ−1(〈χu0〉) is monomial. Moreover, χu ∈ λ−1(〈χu0〉) if and only
if u− u0 ∈ Sτ .
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Proof. Recall that the homomorphism λ : Aσ → Aτ is the localization with respect
to the multiplicative set R := {χu;u|τ = 0} (see (13)). Denote by J the ideal on
the right-hand side of the equation in the statement. Then R−1J = 〈χu0〉, because
if v(r) ≥ u0(r) for every r ∈ τ , then v − u0 ∈ Sτ . So, by [21, Proposition 2.2], it
is enough to prove that if u|τ = 0 and fχu ∈ J then f ∈ J . Since J is monomial,
by Corollary 4.6, we can assume that f is a monomial, namely f = χv. Since J
is monomial and finitely generated, we can apply Proposition 4.3 to deduce that
χu+v ∈ 〈χv′〉 for some v′ ∈ Sσ such that v′ − u0 ∈ Sτ . By Lemma 4.9, we have
u+ v − v′ ∈ Sσ. Hence it follows that u+ v − v′ ∈ Sτ . We deduce that
u+ v − u0 = (u+ v − v′) + (v′ − u0) ∈ Sτ ,
because Sτ is a semigroup. But u is invertible in Sτ because u|τ = 0, hence
v − u0 ∈ Sτ , and this shows that f ∈ J .
Let us prove the last statement. By Proposition 4.3, χu ∈ J if and only if there
exists v ∈ Sσ such that v − u0 ∈ Sτ and χu ∈ 〈χv〉. By Lemma 4.9, we have
u− v ∈ Sσ ⊂ Sτ . Then u− u0 = (u− v) + (v − u0) ∈ Sτ . 
5. Geometric and algebraic properties of the cones KΓ,E,φ
In this section we study some properties of the cones KΓ,E,φ introduced in No-
tation 3.6. In particular the results of Propositions 5.1 and 5.7 will be crucial in
the resolution of the geometric Abel described in Section 6.
We begin computing the dimension of KΓ,E,φ.
Proposition 5.1. Let Γ be a graph, E be a nondisconnecting subset of E(Γ) and
φ be an acyclic flow on ΓE such that div(φ) has degree −1 on every exceptional
vertex. If F = {e ∈ E(Γ) \ E ;φ(e) 6= 0}, then
(18) dim(KΓ,E,φ) = |E(Γ)| − |F|+ b0(ΓE∪F )− 1.
Moreover, dim(KΓ,E,φ) = 0 if and only if Γ has a single vertex, and no edges.
Finally, dim(KΓ,E,φ) = 1 if and only if one of the following conditions hold:
(1) |V (Γ)| = 2, Γ has no loops, E = ∅ and φ 6= 0.
(2) |V (Γ)| = 2, Γ has no loops, E = ∅, |E(Γ)| = 1 and φ = 0.
(3) |V (Γ)| = |E(Γ)| = 1 and E = ∅.
In particular every extremal ray of KΓ,E,φ corresponds to a specialization (Γ, E , φ) 
(Γ′, ∅, φ′) where Γ′ and φ′ satisfies one of (1), (2), and (3).
Proof. By Proposition 3.7, dim(KΓ,E,φ) = dim(CΓ,E,φ). We write
dim(CΓ,E,φ) = |E(Γ)|+ |E| − δ,
where δ is the number of independent equations in (6). Since E is nondisconnecting,
for each e ∈ E we can choose a cycle γe of Γ such that |E| ∩ γe = {e}. Choose a
basis γ1, . . . , γb of H1(ΓE ,Z), where b = b1(ΓE). It is clear that the collection
{γe}e∈E ∪ {γi}i=1,...,b is a basis of H1(Γ,Z).
Since div(φ)(ve) = −1 for every exceptional vertex ve with e ∈ E , the flow φ does
not vanish on at least one edge of ΓE over e, so the equations induced by {γe}e∈E
are independent, and also independent of the equations induced by {γi}i=1...,b.
If φ vanishes nowhere on E(ΓE), then δ−|E| = b. In fact, we can argue as before,
choosing distinct edges e1, . . . , eb and cycles γ1, . . . , γb such that ej ∈ γi if and only
if i = j. More generally, if we let F0 = {e ∈ E(Γ) \ E ;φ(e) = 0}, the set of edges
of ΓE over which φ vanishes, then δ − |E| = b1(ΓE/F0). In fact we can choose a
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basis of H1(ΓE/F0,Z), extend it to a set A of cycles of ΓE (adding edges of F0)
and complete A to a basis of H1(ΓE ,Z) by adding a set B of cycles whose edges
are contained in F0. The equations induced by the cycles in A are independent (cf.
the case where φ is non-vanishing), while the equation induced by each cycle in B
is trivial.
So we deduce that
dim(KΓ,E,φ) = |E(Γ)|+ |E| − δ
= |E(Γ)|+ |E| − (|E|+ b1(ΓE/F0))
= |E(Γ)| − |F|+ b0(ΓE∪F )− 1,
where, since E(ΓE) = F
∐F0, the last equality follows from Propostion 2.1.
If dim(KΓ,E,φ) = 0, then (|E(Γ)| − |F|) + (b0(ΓE∪F )− 1) = 0, which means that
F = E(Γ) and b0(ΓE∪F ) = 1. Since F = E(Γ), we get b0(ΓE∪F ) = |V (Γ)|, hence Γ
has a single vertex. Since φ is acyclic, no loops can be in F , so Γ has no loops.
If dim(KΓ,E,φ) = 1, then, by the same argument above, either F = E(Γ) and
|V (Γ)| = b0(ΓE∪F ) = 2, or |E(Γ) \ F| = 1 and b0(ΓE∪F ) = 1.
In the first case, Γ has two vertex and, since F = E(Γ) and F contains no loops,
Γ has no loops. Note that E = ∅, because E ⊂ E(Γ) \ F , and φ 6= 0.
In the second case, write E(Γ)\F = {e0}. Note that E = ∅, otherwise e0 ∈ E and
|V (Γ)| = b0(ΓE∪F ) = 1, implying that e0 is a loop, which contradicts that, since φ
is acyclic, E contains no loops. Since b0(ΓF ) = 1, the graph ΓF is connected. Since
E(ΓF ) = {e0}, it follows that ΓF , and so Γ, have at most two vertices.
If Γ has two vertices, then e0 must be an edge connecting them. Note that Γ
has no loops, because F has none. Moreover, since φ(e0) = 0 and φ is acyclic, it
follows that φ must vanish on every edge of Γ/{e0}, hence F = ∅ and E(Γ) = {e0}.
If Γ has one vertex, then e0 is a loop. Since F contains no loops, then F = ∅
and hence E(Γ) = {e0}.
The “if” parts of the statement easily follow from equation (18). 
From now on we fix a graph Γ, a nondisconnecting subset E of E(Γ) and an
acyclic flow φ on ΓE such that div(φ) has degree −1 on every exceptional vertex
ve, e ∈ E .
Notation 5.2. Consider an edge e ∈ E . Since div(φ)(ve) = −1, the flow φ induces
an orientation of e. We denote by es and et the edges of E(ΓE) over e, such that
t(es) = s(et). Note that es and et inherit the orientation of e, and
(19) φ(et) = φ(es) + 1.
We will also fix an edge e0 ∈ E . Fix a spanning tree T of Γ in the complement
of E . There exists a unique cycle γ of Γ containing e0 and with all other edges
contained in T . The cycle γ induces a cycle on ΓE , which, abusing notation, we
will still call γ. We assume that γ(es0) = γ(e
t
0) = 1 (recall equation (3)). We define
u′e0 , u
′′
e0 ∈ (RE(Γ))∨ as the linear functionals acting on a vector e of the base E(Γ)
of RE(Γ), respectively, via
(20) u′e0(e) :=

0, if e /∈ T ∪ {e0};
−γ(e)φ(e), if e ∈ T ;
−φ(es0), if e = e0;
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and
(21) u′′e0(e) :=

0, if e /∈ T ∪ {e0};
γ(e)φ(e), if e ∈ T ;
φ(et0), if e = e0.
Lemma 5.3. We have u′e0 , u
′′
e0 ∈ K∨Γ,E,φ and u′e0 + u′′e0 = e∨0 . If r = KΓ′,∅,φ′ is
an extremal ray of KΓ,E,φ and ι : ΓE → Γ′ is the induced specialization, then either
u′e0(r) = 0 or u
′′
e0(r) = 0. Moreover, the following properties hold
(1) if et0 is contracted by ι, then u
′
e0(r) = 0;
(2) if es0 is contracted by ι, then u
′′
e0(r) = 0.
In particular, if u′e0(r) = u
′′
e0(r) = 0, then e0 is contracted in the induced special-
ization Γ→ Γ′.
Proof. Write u′ := u′e0 and u
′′ = u′′e0 . The fact that u
′ + u′′ = e∨0 comes from
φ(et0) = φ(e
s
0) + 1, see (19). Since e
∨
0 ∈ K∨Γ,E,φ and u′(r) + u′′(r) = e∨0 (r), the
property u′, u′′ ∈ K∨Γ,E,φ follows once we show that for every extremal r of KΓ,E,φ,
either u′(r) = 0 or u′′(r) = 0. Indeed, if this holds, then for every extremal ray r
of KΓ,E,φ either u′(r) = 0 or
u′(r) = e∨0 (r)− u′′(r) = e∨0 (r) ≥ 0.
In any case, u′(r) ≥ 0, hence u′ ∈ K∨Γ,E,φ, and similarly u′′ ∈ K∨Γ,E,φ.
Let r be an extremal ray as in the statement. By Proposition 5.1, either Γ′ has
two vertices and no loops or Γ′ has one vertex and a single loop. In the latter case,
if e is the single loop of Γ′, then r = 〈e〉 and, since φ′(e) = 0 (recall that φ′ is
acyclic), one of the following cases hold
• e /∈ T ∪ {e0}, then es0, et0 are contracted by ι and u′(e) = u′′(e) = 0;
• e ∈ T , then es0, et0 are contracted by ι and φ(e) = φ′(e) = 0, hence u′(e) =
u′′(e) = 0;
• e = e0, then φ′(e) is equal to either φ(es0) or φ(et0) but, since φ(et0) > 0, the
edge et0 is contracted by ι and φ(e
s
0) = φ
′(e) = 0 and hence u′(e) = 0.
Assume now that Γ′ has two vertices and no loops. If Γ′ has a single edge e,
then e is a separating edge, hence e 6= e0 and γ(e) = 0, from which we deduce that
es0 and e
t
0 are contracted by ι and u
′(e) = u′′(e) = 0. So, by Proposition 5.1, we
can assume that Γ′ has at least two edges and φ′ is nonzero.
Now, let e1, . . . , ek be the edges of Γ
′. By (6), we can write
r =
〈
e1 +
φ′(e1)
φ′(e2)
e2 + . . .
φ′(e1)
φ′(ek)
ek
〉
,
(recall we can view e1, . . . , ek as edges of Γ
E as well). If the cycle γ does not contain
any edge e1, . . . , ek (so, in particular, e0 6= ei for every i = 1, . . . , k), then es0 and
et0 are contracted by ι and γ(ei) = 0, and hence u
′(r) = u′′(r) = 0. Otherwise, we
can assume that γ contains precisely the edges e1 and e2. We compute:
u′(r) = u′(e1) +
φ′(e1)
φ′(e2)
u′(e2) and u′′(r) = u′′(e1) +
φ′(e1)
φ′(e2)
u′′(e2).
We now have two cases to check. In the first case, e1, e2 ∈ T . Then e1, e2 6= e0,
hence es0 and e
t
0 are contracted by ι. Moreover, φ
′(ei) = φ(ei) for i = 1, 2 and, since
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φ′ is acyclic, we have γ(e1) = −γ(e2). We deduce that
u′′(r) = −u′(r) = γ(e1)φ(e1) + φ(e1)
φ(e2)
γ(e2)φ(e2) = φ(e1)(γ(e1) + γ(e2)) = 0.
In the second case, e1 ∈ T and e2 6∈ T . Note that either es0 or et0 must be contracted
by ι, because r = KΓ′,∅,φ′ . Moreover, either e2 = es0 (if e
t
0 is contracted by ι) or
e2 = e
t
0 (if e
s
0 is contracted by ι). Then γ(e1) = −1 (because γ(e0) = 1) and
φ′(e1) = φ(e1). Hence
u′(r) = u′(e1) +
φ′(e1)
φ′(e0)
u′(e0) = φ(e1)− φ(e1)φ(e
s
0)
φ′(e0)
u′′(r) = u′′(e1) +
φ′(e1)
φ′(e0)
u′′(e0) = −φ(e1) + φ(e1)φ(e
t
0)
φ′(e0)
.
If et0 is contracted by ι, then φ
′(e0) = φ(es0) and hence u
′(r) = 0. If es0 is contracted
by ι, then φ′(e0) = φ(et0) and hence u
′′(r) = 0.
Finally, if u′(r) = u′′(r) = 0, then e∨0 (r) = u
′(r) + u′′(r) = 0, and the last
statement follows. 
Remark 5.4. There are rays r1 and r2 such that u
′
e0(r1) > 0 and u
′′
e0(r2) > 0,
hence neither u′e0 or u
′′
e0 are invertible in SKΓ,E,φ . Indeed, for j = 1, 2, let us find
specializations ιj : (Γ, E , φ)→ (Γj , Ej , φj) with φj acyclic, such that ι1 contracts es0
but does not contract et0, and vice-versa for ι2. The specialization ι1 is the one
contracting es0, since φ(e
t
0) > 0, then φ1 will remain acyclic. If φ(e
s
0) > 0, the
specialization ι2 is given similarly, contracting e
t
0, while if φ(e
s
0) = 0, we can just
contract all the edges of ΓE but es0.
Lemma 5.5. Let u ∈ K∨Γ,E,φ be such that u(r) ≥ e∨0 (r) for every extremal ray r of
KΓ,E,φ such that u′e0(r) = 0. Then u− u′′e0 ∈ K∨Γ,E,φ.
Proof. Let r be an extremal ray r of KΓ,E,φ. It suffices that u(r) ≥ u′′e0(r). If
u′′e0(r) = 0, then we are done because u ∈ K∨Γ,E,φ (hence u(r) ≥ 0). If u′′e0(r) 6= 0
then Lemma 5.3 implies u′e0(r) = 0 and u
′′
e0(r) = e
∨
0 (r), concluding the proof. 
Recall that Γ, E , φ and e0 ∈ E(Γ) are fixed. Let τ be the cone obtained from
KΓ,E,φ and e∨0 as in Construction 4.2 (see also (17)). Note that τ depends on Γ, E ,
φ and e0, which will be omitted in the notation. Recall (12). We see that
(22) Aτ =
AKΓ,E,φ [xe0 , ye0 ]
〈xe0ye0 − χe∨0 〉
,
where xe0 , ye0 are variables. We can view Aτ as the datum of a family of nodal
curves over Spec (AKΓ,E,φ) locally around a node of a fiber (corresponding to e0).
Let r be an extremal ray in KΓ,E,φ(1). Let τ ′ be the face of τ over r, i.e., the
preimage of 〈r〉 under the map τ → KΓ,E,φ. There is a localization homomorphism
λ : Aτ → Aτ ′ , and we define
(23) Ie0,r := λ
−1(〈ye0〉).
The n-th symbolic power of Ie0,r is given by
(24) I(n)e0,r = λ
−1(〈yne0〉).
Recall that we set N ∼= Zn and M = Hom(N,Z).
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Lemma 5.6. The n-th symbolic power I
(n)
e0,r of the ideal Ie0,r of Aτ is monomial
and a monomial xae0y
b
e0χ
u is in I
(n)
e0,r if and only if u(r) ≥ (n−b)e∨0 (r). In particular
I(n)e0,r = 〈ybe0χu;u ∈ K∨Γ,E,φ ∩M with u(r) ≥ (n− b)e∨0 (r)〉.
Proof. The statement follows from Proposition 4.10: we need only to translate the
notation. Keep the notation in Construction 4.2. Set x := xe0 and y := ye0 . Since
y = χv2 , we can apply Proposition 4.10 and get
I(n)e0,r = 〈χv; v ∈ Sτ such that v − nv2 ∈ Sτ ′〉.
Every v ∈ Sτ can be written as v = u+av1 + bv2, with u ∈ Sσ and a, b nonnegative
integers, which means that χv = χuxayb and, vice versa, every monomial χuxayb
is equal to χv for some v = u+ av1 + bv2. However, the condition v − nv2 ∈ Sτ ′ is
equivalent to
(v − nv2)(r, 0, e∨0 (r)) ≥ 0 and (v − nv2)(r, e∨0 (r), 0) ≥ 0.
The first condition is the same as u(r) + (b− n)e∨0 (r) ≥ 0 which gives precisely our
statement, while the second condition is u(r)+ae∨0 (r) ≥ 0 which is always true. 
In the proof of Lemma 6.4, the previous result will translate to the following geo-
metric property. First, recall the open immersion Uτ ′ = Spec (Aτ ′)→ Spec (Aτ ) =
Uτ in (14). If Y is the Cartier divisor on Uτ ′ given by the ideal 〈ye0〉 then the ideal
of the closure nY in Uτ of the Cartier divisor nY is the ideal I(n)e0,r.
The following is a key result used in the proof of Theorem 6.2. Recall (23) and
the notation in Section 4.1.
Proposition 5.7. Let Γ be a graph, E a nondisconnecting subset of E(Γ) and φ
an acyclic flow on ΓE such that div(φ) has degree −1 on every exceptional vertex.
Let e0 be an edge in E(Γ). If e0 ∈ E, then ⋂
r∈KΓ,E,φ(1)
u′e0 (r)=0
I
(φ(et0))
e0,r
 ∩
 ⋂
r∈KΓ,E,φ(1)
u′′e0 (r)=0
I
(φ(es0))
e0,r
 = 〈ye0〉φ(es0) 〈ye0 , χu′′e0〉 .
Otherwise, if e0 6∈ E, then ⋂
r∈KΓ,E,φ(1)
I(φ(e0))e0,r
 = 〈ye0〉φ(e0) .
Proof. First assume that e0 ∈ E . We set n := φ(es0), so that φ(et0) = n + 1,
K := KΓ,E,φ, x := xe0 , and y := ye0 . We denote by J (respectively, J
′) the ideal on
the left-hand side (respectively, right-hand side) of the equation in the statement.
By Proposition 4.3, the intersection of monomial ideals in toric rings are monomial
ideals, hence J = J ′ once we prove the equality at the level of monomials.
We first prove that J ⊂ J ′. Let xaybχu be a monomial in J , where a, b are
nonnegative integers and u ∈ K∨. If b ≥ n+ 1, then we are done. So we reduce to
the case b ≤ n. By Lemma 5.6, we have xaybχu ∈ J if and only if
(25)
{
u(r) ≥ (n− b+ 1)e∨0 (r), ∀ r ∈ K(1) such that u′e0(r) = 0,
u(r) ≥ (n− b)e∨0 (r), ∀ r ∈ K(1) such that u′′e0(r) = 0.
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This implies that u−(n−b)e∨0 ∈ K∨ because, by Lemma 5.3, it is nonnegative over
all extremal rays r ∈ K(1). Moreover the hypotheses in Lemma 5.5 are satisfied,
hence u− (n− b)e∨0 − u′′ ∈ K∨. However, χe
∨
0 = xy, hence
ybχu = yb(xy)n−bχu
′′
χu−(n−b)e
∨
0−u′′ ∈ J ′.
The other inclusion J ′ ⊂ J follows from the fact that ynχu′′ satisfies (25).
Assume now that e0 /∈ E and set n := φ(e0). Following through the proof of the
previous case, the only difference appears in (25) which becomes
u(r) ≥ (n− b)e∨0 (r),∀ r ∈ KΓ,E,φ(1).
Hence u− (n− b)e∨0 ∈ K∨Γ,E,φ and we get
ybχu = yb(xy)n−bχu−(n−b)e
∨
0 ∈ J ′.
The other inclusion J ′ ⊂ J follows from the fact that yn ∈ I(n)e0,r for every r ∈
KΓ,E,φ(1). 
Example 5.8. Maintain the notation of Example 3.10. We let (Γ, E , φ) be the
triple depicted in Figure 5. By Example 3.10,
KΓ,E,φ = 〈(1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 2), (2, 1, 2), (1, 1, 2)〉 ⊂ R3≥0.
Using [42, Sagemath] we compute
K∨Γ,E,φ = 〈(0,−1, 1), (2, 0,−1), (0, 2,−1), (−1, 0, 1)〉 ⊂ (R3)∨
and
(26) SKΓ,E,φ = 〈(0,−1, 1), (2, 0,−1), (0, 2,−1), (−1, 0, 1), (1, 1,−1)〉 ⊂ (R3)∨.
Each extremal ray of KΓ,E,φ corresponds to one of the flows in Figure 6 which are
of the type predicted by Proposition 5.1.
1
1
1
v0 v1
2
1
1
v0 v1
1
2
1
v0 v1
2
2
1
v0 v1
Figure 6. Specializations of (Γ, E , φ)
We compute the linear functionals u′ei , u
′′
ei ∈ (R3)∨ for i = 0, 1. It is clear that
T = {e2} is the unique spanning tree in the complement of E . Hence
u′e0 = (−1, 0, 1), u′′e0 = (2, 0,−1), u′e1 = (0,−1, 1), u′′e1 = (0, 2,−1).
These are precisely the extremal rays of K∨Γ,E,φ (this could not happen in general).
As stated by Lemma 5.3, we have u′e0 + u
′′
e0 = (1, 0, 0) and u
′
e1 + u
′′
e1 = (0, 1, 0).
It is easy to check that for every extremal ray of KΓ,E,φ, either u′ei or u
′′
ei vanishes
on it, for i = 0, 1. Moreover, u′ei and u
′′
ei are the normal vectors of opposing faces
of KΓ,E,φ, for i = 0, 1. In fact, Lemma 5.3 shows that this is always the case,
i.e., there are opposing faces (not necessarily of the same dimension, and whose
intersection is not necessarily 0-dimensional). These faces correspond precisely to
the two specializations of (Γ, E , φ)→ (Γ, E \ {e0}, φ′).
Now we describe the algebra AKΓ,E,φ . By (26), we can write
AKΓ,E,φ = k[χ
(0,−1,1), χ(2,0,−1), χ(0,2,−1), χ(−1,0,1), χ(1,1,−1)]
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or, equivalently (again, using SageMath),
AKΓ,E,φ =
k[z0, z1, z2, z3, z4]
〈z0z4 − z1z3, z24 − z1z2, z3z4 − z0z2, z1z23 − z20z2〉
.
We also have χe
∨
0 = χ(1,0,0) = z0z4 = z1z3 and χ
e∨1 = χ(0,1,0) = z0z2 = z3z4.
Let us concentrate on the edge e0. Let r1 = (1, 1, 1), r2 = (2, 1, 2), r3 = (1, 2, 2)
and r4 = (1, 1, 2). Note that u
′
e0(ri) = 0 if and only if i = 1, 2, and u
′′
e0(ri) = 0 if
and only if i = 3, 4. Moreover,
A :=
AKΓ,E,φ [x, y]
〈xy − χ(1,0,0)〉
=
k[z0, z1, z2, z3, z4, x, y]
〈z0z4 − z1z3, z24 − z1z2, z3z4 − z0z2, z1z23 − z20z2, xy − z0z4〉
Let us describe the localization map hi : A → Ari for each ri. The ring Ari is the
localization of A on the multiplicative system Ri = {χu;u(ri) = 0}, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
More precisely,
R1 ={za0zb3; a, b ∈ Z≥0} R2 ={za2zb3; a, b ∈ Z≥0}
R3 ={za0zb1; a, b ∈ Z≥0} R4 ={za1zb2zc4; a, b, c ∈ Z≥0}.
Then, after eliminating some variables, we get
Ar1 =
k[z±10 , z
±1
3 , z4, x, y]
〈xy − z0z4〉 Ar2 =
k[z±12 , z
±1
3 , z0, x, y]
〈xy − z20z2z−13 〉
Ar3 =
k[z±10 , z
±1
1 , z4, x, y]
〈xy − z0z4〉 Ar4 =
k[z±11 , z
±1
4 , z0, x, y]
〈xy − z0z4〉 .
Define I1 := I
(2)
e0,r1 = h
−1
1 (y
2), I2 := I
(2)
e0,r2 = h
−1
2 (y
2), I3 := I
(1)
e0,r3 = h
−1
3 (y) and
I4 := I
(1)
e0,r4 = h
−1
4 (y). Using [1, CoCoA] we get, as predicted by Lemma 5.6,
I1 =〈y2, yz1, yz2, yz4, z21 , z1z4, z24 , z2z4, z22〉
I2 =〈y2, yz0z4, yz1, yz24 , yz20 , z20z24 , z0z1z4, z0z34 , z21 , z1z24 , z44 , z20z1, z30z4, z40〉
I3 =〈y, z2, z3, z4〉
I4 =〈y, z0, z3〉
and, as predicted by Proposition 5.7,
I1 ∩ I2 ∩ I3 ∩ I4 = 〈y2, yz1〉 = 〈y〉〈y, χu
′′
e0 〉.
6. The resolution of the geometric Abel map
6.1. Compactified Jacobians and Abel maps. Let k be an algebraically closed
field. Let (X, p0, . . . , pn) be a pointed nodal curve defined over k. The dual graph
ΓX of (X, p0, . . . , pn) is the usual weighted graph with n+1 legs, where V (ΓX) is the
set of irreducible components of X, the vertex-set E(ΓX) is the set of nodes of X,
the weight of a vertex of ΓX is the genus of the normalization of the corresponding
component, and legΓX (i) is the vertex corresponding to the component containing
pi, for i = 0, . . . , n. We say that (X, p0, . . . , pn) is stable if so is ΓX .
The Jacobian J (X) of X is the scheme parametrizing the equivalence classes of
invertible sheaves on X. Given an integer d, the degree-d Jacobian Jd(X) of X is
the subscheme of J (X) parametrizing the equivalence classes of invertible sheaves
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of degree d on X. In general, Jd(X) is neither proper nor of finite type. A better
behaved parameter space is obtained by resorting to torsion-free rank-1 sheaves and
to stability conditions.
Recall that a coherent sheaf I on X is torsion-free if it has no embedded com-
ponents, rank-1 if it is invertible on a dense open subset of C, and simple if
Hom(I, I) = k. The degree of I is deg I = χ(I) − χ(OX). There exists a scheme
Spld(X) parametrizing simple torsion-free rank-1 sheaves of degree d on X (see
[6]). Recall that Spld(X) is universally closed over k and connected but, in general,
not separated and only locally of finite type. To deal with a manageable piece of
it, one can consider polarizations.
We denote by {Xv; v ∈ V (ΓX)} the set of irreducible components of X. Let d
be an integer. A polarization of degree d on X is any function µ : V (ΓX)→ Q such
that
∑
v∈V (ΓX) µ(v) = d.
Remark 6.1. The datum of a degree-d polarization on X is equivalent to the
datum of a degree-d polarization on ΓX .
Let I be a torsion-free rank-1 sheaf on X of degree d. We define a pseudo-divisor
(EI , DI) on ΓX as follows. The set EI is precisely the set of edges corresponding to
nodes where I is not locally free and, for every v ∈ V (ΓE), we set
DI(v) =
{
deg(I|Xv ), if v ∈ V (ΓX);
−1, if v is exceptional.
We call (EI , DI) the multidegree of I. Given a degree-d polarization µ on X, we
say that I is (p0, µ)-quasistable if so is (EI , DI).
The above notions naturally extend to families. Let pi : X → T be a family
of pointed nodal curves with section ∆: T → X . A polarization µ on X is the
datum of polarizations on the fibers of pi that are compatible with specializations.
A coherent sheaf I over X is (∆, µ)-quasistable if, for any closed point t ∈ T , the
restriction of I to the fiber pi−1(t) is a torsion-free rank-1 and (∆(t), µ)-quasistable
sheaf. There is an algebraic space J pi,µ parametrizing (∆, µ)-quasistable sheaves
over X . This algebraic space is proper and of finite type ([23, Theorems A and
B]) and it represents the contravariant functor Jpi,µ from the category of locally
Noetherian T -schemes to sets, defined on a T -scheme B by
Jpi,µ(B) := {(∆B , µB)-quasistable sheaves over X ×T B piB−→ B}/ ∼
where ∆B and µB are the pullbacks to X×T B of the section ∆ and the polarization
µ, and where ∼ is the equivalence relation given by I1 ∼ I2 if and only if there
exists an invertible sheaf L on B such that I1 ∼= I2 ⊗ pi∗BL.
The construction of the relative Jacobian can be extended to the universal set-
ting. Let Mg,n be the Deligne-Mumford stack parametrizing stable n-pointed
genus-g curves, and let Mg,n be its open locus. Let Mg,n+1 → Mg,n be the
universal family overMg,n. Let Jd,g,n →Mg,n be the universal degree-d Jacobian
parametrizing invertible sheaves of degree d on smooth fibers of Mg,n+1 →Mg,n.
For each universal degree-d polarization µ over Mg,n+1 → Mg,n, there is a
proper and separated Deligne-Mumford stack J µ,g,n over Mg,n containing Jd,g,n
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as an open dense subset. For every scheme S,
J µ,g,n(S) =
{
(pi,∆, I); pi : X → S is a family of stable n-pointed genus-g curves,I is a (∆, µ)-quasistable torsion-free rank-1 sheaf on X
}
∼
where (pi1,∆1, I1) ∼ (pi2,∆2, I2) if there exists an S-isomorphism f : X1 → X2 and
an invertible sheaf L on S, such that ∆2 = f ◦∆1 and I1 ∼= f∗I2 ⊗ pi∗1L. We refer
to [37, Theorems A and B] and [34, Corollary 4.4 and Remark 4.6] for more details
on the stack J µ,g,n.
Given a family of n + 1-pointed nodal curves pi : X → T , there exists a family
of stable curves pist : Xst → T , called the stable reduction of X . This family is
endowed with a morphism red: X → Xst contracting chains of rational curves. If µ
is a polarization of Xst, then µ induces a polarization µ′ on X (as in Remark 2.5).
Then, we deduce the existence of a natural morphism (see [24, Theorem 4.1 ]):
red: J pi,µ′ →J pist,µ(27)
I 7→red∗(I).
Let pi : X → T be a pointed family of nodal curves with smooth generic fiber
and T irreducible. Let L be a degree-d invertible sheaf on X . For every degree-d
polarization µ on X , there is a rational map
αL,µ : T 99KJ pi,µ(28)
t 7→[L|Xt ].
Note that αL is defined whenever L|Xt is (∆(t), µ)-quasistable. In particular,
αL,µ is defined at every t ∈ T such that pi−1(t) is smooth. We call αL,µ the Abel
map relative to pi and L or, if no confusion may arise, simply the Abel map.
6.2. Resolving the local Abel map. In this section we construct a local resolu-
tion of the Abel map. The key ingredient is the refinement map βtropΓ appearing in
the resolution of the tropical Abel map αtropD0 , see Theorem 3.11. The fan ΣΓ,D0,µ
in Theorem 3.9 will give rise to the toric blowup resolving the local Abel map.
Throughout the section we let (X, p0) be a pointed nodal curve and (Γ, v0) its
dual graph. We will write Ne for the node of X corresponding to an edge e ∈ E(Γ).
We let A be a local Noetherian k-algebra. We set T := SpecA[[te]]e∈E(Γ) and we
let 0 be the closed point of T . We fix a family pi : X → T of pointed curves with
section ∆: T → X such that
(1) T is integral;
(2) pi−1(0) ∼= X and ∆(0) = p0;
(3) the nodes of the central fiber X can be smoothed independently, i.e., for
each node Ne0 of X there are local e´tale coordinates xe0 , ye0 around Ne0 ∈
X such that
(29) ÔX ,Ne0 ∼=
Â[[xe0 , ye0 , te]]e∈E(Γ)
(xe0ye0 − te0)
.
The prototype family to have in mind is the versal family over the versal deformation
space of an (n+ 1)-pointed nodal curve.
Let L be a degree-d invertible sheaf on X/T and µ a degree-d polarization on
Γ. As explained in Remark 6.1, the polarization µ induces a unique polarization
µ on X and hence on X . Indeed, the dual graph of every fiber of X is given by a
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specialization ι of Γ, and the polarization on this fiber is simply ι∗(µ). Consider the
relative Jacobian J pi,µ parametrizing (∆, µ)-quasistable torsion-free rank-1 sheaves
on the fibers of pi. The fibers of pi are smooth precisely over the locus in T where
te 6= 0 for every e ∈ E(Γ); this locus is a non-empty open subset of T . Therefore,
the Abel map defined in (28):
αL,µ : T 99K J pi,µ,
is defined over this open subset and takes a point η ∈ T to [L|pi−1(η)] whenever the
fiber pi−1(η) is smooth. Let D0 be the multidegree of L|X . We consider
TL,µ = TVA(ΣΓ,D0,µ) and XL,µ = X ×T TL,µ,
where ΣΓ,D0,µ is the fan (8) and TVA(−) is the toric variety (16). We denote by
βL,µ : TL,µ → T and piL,µ : XL,µ → TL,µ
the natural maps.
The goal of this section is to prove the following result.
Theorem 6.2. The rational map αL,µ ◦βL,µ : TL,µ 99K J pi,µ is defined everywhere,
and, as a morphism of schemes, it is finite. In particular TL,µ is the normalization
of the closure of the image of αL,µ.
We need some auxiliary results to prove Theorem 6.2. As explained in Section
4.1, for every σ ∈ ΣΓ,D0,µ there exists an open immersion
Tσ := TVA(σ)→ TL,µ.
For consistency with the notation for toric varieties, we write χe
∨
:= te for every
e ∈ E(Γ). Recall that the map fσ : Tσ → T is induced by the ring homomorphism
(30) f#σ : A[[χ
e∨ ]]e∈E(Γ) → Bσ := A[[χe
∨
]]e∈E(Γ) ⊗k[χe∨ ]e∈E(Γ) k[Sσ].
If χu ∈ k[χe∨ ]e∈E(Γ), then χu ⊗ 1 = 1 ⊗ χu: we abuse notation and write χu for
χu ⊗ 1. We note that Bσ is a flat Aσ = k[Sσ]-algebra. Let V (σ) ⊂ TL,µ be the
invariant subvariety of TL,µ associated to σ. Let ησ be the generic point of V (σ)
(note that ησ ∈ Tσ). We define
(31) Xσ = X ×T Tσ and Xσ = pi−1L,µ(ησ).
Lemma 6.3. Let σ ∈ ΣΓ,D0,µ and Γ′ be the graph such that σ = KΓ′,E,φ. Then Γ′
is the dual graph of Xσ.
Proof. Let Γ → Γ′ be the specialization corresponding to σ. Note that e∨(σ) 6= 0
if and only if e ∈ E(Γ′), while e∨(σ) = 0 in the other cases (recall that K◦Γ′,E,φ ⊂
RE(Γ
′)
>0 ). Hence f
#
σ (te) = f
#
σ (χ
e∨) is invertible in Bσ if and only if e /∈ E(Γ′).
This implies that the image of Tσ via fσ meets the locus te = 0 in T if and only if
e ∈ E(Γ′). Moreover, the locus V (σ)∩Tσ is given by the ideal 〈χu;u(σ) 6= 0〉, which
contains χe
∨
for every e ∈ E(Γ′) because e∨(σ) 6= 0 for any such e. In particular,
the image of V (σ) is contained in the locus te = 0 for every e ∈ E(Γ′). This implies
that the nodes of Xσ are precisely the ones associated to the edges of Γ
′. 
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If σ = KΓ′,E,φ is as in Lemma 6.3 and e ∈ E(Γ′), we denote as usual by Ne,σ the
node of Xσ corresponding to e. By Equations (29) and (31), we have the following
description of the completion of the local ring of Xσ at Ne,σ:
(32) ÔXσ,Ne,σ =
ÔTσ,ησ [[xe, ye]]
〈xeye − χe∨〉 .
Let τ and Aτ be as in Equation (22) (also recall Construction 4.2). Note that
ÔXσ,Ne,σ is a flat Aτ -algebra: indeed, Bσ is a flat Aσ-algebra, and localizations and
completions are flat, hence ÔTσ,ησ is a flat Aσ-algebra.
Let r = (re)e∈E(Γ) be a ray of ΣΓ,D0,µ(1) (we will abuse notation and write r for
both the ray and the cone associated to it) and V (r) be the invariant subvariety of
TL,µ associated to r. Then V (r) ∩ Tr is a Cartier divisor of Tr, since Tr is smooth.
By Proposition 5.1, the ray r induces a specialization ι : Γ → Γ′ where either Γ′
has a single vertex and a single loop, or two vertices and no loops; moreover, in the
latter case, there is an acyclic flow φ on Γ′ such that ι∗(D0)+div(φ) is (ι(v0), ι∗(µ))-
quasistable and, by (6), for every e, e′ ∈ E(Γ′),
(33) φ(e)re = φ(e
′)re′ .
By Lemma 6.3, the dual graph of Xr is Γ
′. Moreover, if u0(r) = 1 for some u0 ∈ Sr,
then every v ∈ Sr can be written as
v = v(r)u0 + (v − v(r)u0), where ± (v − v(r)u0) ∈ Sr.
This means that we can view χu0 as a local parameter for Tr, i.e., every χ
v is equal
to (χu0)v(r), up to multiplication by an invertible. In particular, for every e ∈ E(Γ),
f#r (χ
e∨) = χuχe
∨(r)u0
for some u ∈ Sr such that u(r) = 0 (recall (30)). This, together with Lemma 6.3,
implies that the induced family
pir : Xr = X ×T Tr → Tr
has fibers which are either smooth or have dual graph Γ′. More precisely, a fiber
of pir is smooth over the locus in Tr where χ
u0 6= 0, while it has dual graph Γ′ over
the locus in Tr where χ
u0 = 0, and the last locus is precisely V (r) ∩ Tr.
If σ ∈ ΣΓ,D0,µ and r is a ray of σ, we have a Cartesian diagram
Xr Xσ
Tr Tσ.
pir piσ
The open immersion Tr → Tσ, is induced by the localization Aσ → Ar. In fact, Tr
is a principal open subscheme of Tσ induced by a regular function χ
u1 (see the last
paragraph of Construction 4.2). Therefore, we can enrich the previous diagram as
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follows:
Spec ((ÔXσ,Ne,σ )χu1 ) Spec (ÔXσ,Ne,σ )
Xr Xσ
Spec ((ÔTσ,ησ )χu1 ) Spec (ÔTσ,ησ )
Tr Tσ
where every face of the cube is Cartesian, except the left and right faces.
In figure 7 below, we illustrate all the revelant loci playing a role in what follows.
Tr Tσ
ηr ηrV (r) ∩ Tr1 V (r)
ησ
V (r′)
ηr′
Xr Xr
Xσ
Xr′
Ne0,σ
Ne0,r′
Ne0,rNe0,r
Ne1,σ
Ne1,rNe1,r
Ne2,σ
Ne2,r′
Figure 7. The Cartesian diagram induced by Xr → Xσ
Let ∆r be the section of pir : Xr → Tr obtained by the pullback of the section ∆
of pi : X → T and denote by
(34) hr : Xr = X ×T Tr −→ X
the first projection.
We write IY|X for the ideal sheaf of a divisor Y of a scheme X . A sheaf of ideals
over Xr, respectively over Xσ, pullback to a sheaf of ideals over Spec ((ÔXσ,Ne,σ )χu1 ),
respectively over Spec (ÔXσ,Ne,σ ). We will identify the last sheaf of ideals with an
ideal of (ÔXσ,Ne,σ )χu1 , respectively of ÔXσ,Ne,σ . We will write IY|Xr (ÔXσ,Ne,σ )χu1
to denote the ideal in (ÔXσ,Ne,σ )χu1 corresponding to the sheaf IY|Xr .
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For every e ∈ E(Γ′), the local equation of Xr in (ÔXσ,Ne,σ )χu1 , is xeye =
χu(χu0)e
∨(r), where u = e∨ − e∨(r)u0 or, since χu is invertible,
(35) (xeχ
−u)ye = (χu0)e
∨(r).
More precisely, we have (recall equation (32)):
(36) (ÔXσ,Ne,σ )χu1 ∼=
(ÔTσ,ησ )χu1 [[xe, ye]]
〈xeye − χu(χu0)e∨(r)〉 .
If Γ′ has a single vertex, then the fibers of Xr → Tr are all irreducible. If Γ′ has
two vertices v0 and v1, then
pi−1r (V (r) ∩ Tr) = Yv0 ∪ Yv1
where Yv0 (respectively, Yv1) is the component corresponding to the vertex v0
(respectively, v1).
Finally, recall the definitions of τ in Construction 4.2, of Aτ in (22), and of Ie,r
in (23). Also, recall that ÔXσ,Ne,σ is a flat Aτ -algebra.
Lemma 6.4. Let σ be a cone in ΣΓ,D0,µ and r a ray of σ associated to a cone
KΓ′,∅,φ. Up to the pullback of a Cartier divisor of Tr, there is an effective Cartier
divisor Yr on Xr such that h∗rL|Xr (−Yr) is (∆r, µ)-quasistable and whose ideal sheaf
satisfies
IYr|Xr (ÔXr,Ne,σ )χu1 = 〈yφ(e)e 〉.
Moreover, if Yr is the closure of Yr in Xσ, then
IYr|XσÔXσ,Ne,σ = I(φ(e))e,r ÔXσ,Ne,σ .
Proof. If Γ′ has a single vertex or φ = 0, then we define Yr = 0, and we are done.
If Γ′ has two vertices, we define Yr = mYv, where m = φ(e)e∨(r) and v is the
target of the edges in Γ′, with orientation induced by φ. Note that m and v are
well defined because all the edges of Γ′ have the same target (φ is acyclic), and
φ(e)e∨(r) is independent of e (by (33)).
Let us find the equations for Yr locally around Ne0,σ. By (32), the completion
of the local ring of Xσ at a node Ne0,σ of the fiber Xσ is
ÔXσ,Ne0,σ ∼=
ÔTσ,ησ [[xe0 , ye0 ]]
〈xe0ye0 − χe∨0 〉
.
Localizing in χu1 , we get
(ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1 ∼=
(ÔTσ,ησ )χu1 [[xe0 , ye0 ]]
〈xe0ye0 − χe∨0 〉
.
The Weil divisor Yv is given locally in (ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1 by
IYv|Xr (ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1 = 〈ye0 , χu0〉
(recall that V (r) ∩ Tr has equation 〈χu0〉 in Tr). The quotient
(ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1
IYv|Xr (ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1
=
(ÔTσ,ησ )χu1 [[xe]]
〈χu0〉
is a domain, because V (r)∩Tr is irreducible and smooth, then IYv|Xr (ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1
is a prime ideal. Hence the ideal of Yr in (ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1 is given by the m-th
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symbolic power of 〈ye0 , χu0〉. Since (OTσ,ησ )χu1 is torsion free, and hence flat as
a k[t]-module via the homomorphism taking t to χu0 , the homomorphism (recall
(35)):
k[x, y, t]
〈xy − te∨0 (r)〉 → (ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1
t 7→ χu0
x 7→ xe0χ−u
y 7→ ye0
is flat, because flatness is preserved under base change and completion. By Propo-
sition 4.7,
(37) IYr|Xr (ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1 = 〈yφ(e0)e0 〉 ⊂ (ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1 .
Note that Yr is given by a unique equation locally around Ne0,σ. To prove that Yr
is Cartier, it is enough to repeat the argument above, substituting (ÔTσ,ησ )χu1 by
ÔTσ,p for every point p ∈ V (r) ∩ Tr. This finishes the proof of the first equality of
the lemma and the fact that Yr is Cartier.
Now, we prove the second equality of the statement. We know that
(38) IYr|XσÔXσ,Ne0,σ = (IYr|Xr (ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1 ) ∩ ÔXσ,Ne0,σ .
Recall (22), (23), (24) and Construction 4.2. Since ÔXσ,Ne0,σ is a flat Aτ -algebra
and Aτ ′ = (Aτ )χu1 we have a commutative diagram
(39)
ÔXσ,Ne0,σ (ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1
Aτ Aτ ′
By the definition (24) of I
(n)
e0,r, and by [21, Proposition 2.2], the map
Aτ
I
(φ(e0))
e0,r
·χu1−→ Aτ
I
(φ(e0))
e0,r
is injective. Since ÔXσ,Ne0,σ is flat over Aτ , we have that
ÔXσ,Ne0,σ
I
(φ(e0))
e0,r ÔXσ,Ne0,σ
·χu1−→ ÔXσ,Ne0,σ
I
(φ(e0))
e0,r ÔXσ,Ne0,σ
is also injective. We deduce
I(φ(e0))e0,r ÔXσ,Ne0,σ = (I(φ(e0))e0,r (ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1 ) ∩ ÔXσ,Ne0,σ by [21, Prop 2.2]
= ((I(φ(e0))e0,r Aτ ′)(ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1 ) ∩ ÔXσ,Ne0,σ by (39)
= (〈yφ(e0)e0 〉(ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1 ) ∩ ÔXσ,Ne0,σ by (24)
= (IYr|Xr (ÔXσ,Ne0,σ )χu1 ) ∩ ÔXσ,Ne0,σ by (37)
= IYr,XσÔXσ,Ne0,σ by (38),
concluding the proof of the second equality of the statement.
It remains to show that h∗rL|Xr (−Yr) is (∆r, µ)-quasistable. By the local equa-
tions (37) of Yr, the multidegree of IYr|Xr⊗OXr is precisely div(φ). This means that
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the multidegree of h∗rL|Xr (−Yr)⊗OXr is D0 + div(φ), which is (v0, µ)-quasistable
by the construction of φ. Since quasistability is an open numerical condition (see
[23, Proposition 34]), the sheaf h∗rL|Xr (−Yr) is (∆r, µ)-quasistable. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.2.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Set α := αL,µ and β := βL,µ. First note that, by (8), TL,µ
is covered by open subsets of the form TVA(σ), where σ ∈ ΣΓ,D0,µ is a maximal
cone, i.e., σ = KΓ,E,φ and D0 +div(φ) is (v0, µ)-quasistable. It suffices to show that
α ◦ β|TVA(σ) is a morphism.
Fix σ = KΓ,E,φ, for some E , φ. For each extremal ray r ∈ σ there is an open
immersion Tr → Tσ (recall that Tσ = TVA(σ) and Tr = TVA(r)). Recall (34). By
Lemma 6.4, there is a Cartier divisor Yr ⊂ Xr such that h∗rL|Xr (−Yr) is (∆, µ)-
quasistable. Let Yr be the closure of Yr in Xσ = X ×T Tσ, and define Y as the Weil
divisor of Xσ:
(40) Y :=
⋃
r∈σ(1)
Yr.
Recall that es0 and e
t
0 denote the edges of Γ
′E over an edge e0 ∈ E , and the
definition (20) of u′e0 , u
′′
e0 . If an extremal ray r ∈ σ(1) is associated to the cone
KΓ′,∅,φ′ and es0 (respectively, e
t
0) is contracted in the specialization Γ
E → Γ′, then,
by Lemma 5.3, we have u′e0(r) = 0 (respectively, u
′′
e0(r) = 0); in this case, φ
′(e0) =
φ(et0) (respectively, φ
′(e0) = φ(es0)). Moreover, if e0 ∈ E , then either es0 or et0 is
contracted.
By Lemma 6.4, the divisor Yr is given, locally around the point Ne0,σ ∈ Xσ, by
the ideal:
• I(φ(e0))e0,r ÔXσ,Ne0,σ , if e0 /∈ E ;
• I(φ(et0))e0,r ÔXσ,Ne0,σ , if e0 ∈ E and u′e0(r) = 0;
• I(φ(es0))e0,r ÔXσ,Ne0,σ , if e0 ∈ E and u′′e0(r) = 0.
If u′e0(r) = u
′′
e0(r) = 0, then, by Lemma 5.3, e0 is contracted in the specialization
Γ→ Γ′, and in this case e0 is not and edge of Γ′, which means, by Lemma 6.3, that
the node Ne0 of X is smoothed in Xr, and I
(φ(et0))
e0,r = I
(φ(es0))
e0,r = Aτ .
Therefore, by Proposition 5.7 and the fact that ÔXσ,Ne0,σ is a flat Aτ -algebra,
the divisor Y is given locally around the point Ne0,σ by the ideal:
• 〈ye0〉φ(e0)ÔXσ,Ne0,σ , if e0 /∈ E ;
• 〈ye0〉φ(e
s
0)
〈
ye0 , χ
u′′e0
〉
ÔXσ,Ne0,σ , if e0 ∈ E .
We claim that Lσ := h∗σL⊗IY|Xσ is a (∆, µ)-quasistable torsion-free rank-1 sheaf,
where hσ : Xσ → X is the first projection. Recall (31). It is enough that Lσ ⊗OXσ
is (∆(ησ), µ)-quasistable, because quasistability is an open numerical condition and
the multidegree of Lσ on any fiber is the specialization of the multidegree of Lσ on
the fiber Xσ. By equation (29) and Lemma 5.3,
ÔXσ,Ne0,σ ∼=
ÔTσ,ησ [[xe0 , ye0 ]]
〈xe0ye0 − χe∨0 〉
=
ÔTσ,ησ [[xe0 , ye0 ]]
〈xe0ye0 − χu
′
e0χu
′′
e0 〉 .
By Remark 5.4, we have that both χu
′
e0 and χu
′′
e0 are in the maximal ideal of ÔTσ,ησ .
It follows from Proposition 4.8 that IY|Xσ ⊗OXσ is a torsion-free rank-1 sheaf. We
now show that, locally around the node Ne0,σ, the following properties hold:
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(1) If e0 /∈ E , then deg(IY|Xσ ⊗ OXsσ ) = −φ(e0), and so deg(IY|Xσ ⊗ OXtσ ) =
φ(e0);
(2) if e0 ∈ E , then deg(IY|Xσ ⊗ OXsσ ) = −φ(es0), and so deg(IY|Xσ ⊗ OXtσ ) =
φ(es0) + 1 = φ(e
t
0),
where Xsσ and X
t
σ are, respectively, the components of X corresponding to the
source and the target of e (if φ(e) = 0 then IY|Xσ ⊗OXσ = 〈1〉 locally around Ne,σ,
hence there is no ambiguity in the choice of the source and target). Indeed, (1)
follows from the fact that, locally around Ne0,σ, we have IY|Xσ = 〈ye0〉φ(e0). For
(2), note that Proposition 4.8 implies the existence of an exact sequence
0→ ONe0,σ → IY|Xσ ⊗OXsσ → IY|Xσ · OXsσ → 0
where, locally around Ne0,σ, we have IY|Xσ · OXsσ = 〈ye0〉φ(e
s
0)+1. Hence we get
deg(IY|Xσ ⊗OXsσ ) = −(φ(es0) + 1) + 1 = −φ(es0).
Therefore, when restricted to Xσ, the ideal sheaf IY|Xσ has multidegree precisely
div(φ). This means that Lσ ⊗ OXσ has multidegree D0 + div(φ) and hence it is
(∆(ησ), µ)-quasistable. This completes the proof of the claim.
We deduce from the claim that α ◦ β is a morphism, so there remains to prove
that α ◦ β is finite. Note that α ◦ β is proper, because β and J pi,µ → T are proper.
Then it suffices that α ◦ β is quasi-finite (i.e., it has zero dimensional fibers).
Let Z be the locus in J pi,µ where the fibers of α◦β are positive-dimensional. By
Chevalley’s upper semi-continuity theorem, Z is closed. Since J pi,µ → T is proper,
the image of Z in T must contain the closed point 0 or be empty.
Let σ := KΓ,E,φ be a cone in ΣΓ,D0,µ; in particular, σ ∩ RE(Γ)>0 6= ∅. If O(σ) is
the orbit in TL,µ associated to σ, then β(O(σ)) = 0. Moreover, V (σ) is proper by
[18, Proposition 3.2.7]. Let W be a fiber of the map
(α ◦ β)|O(σ) : O(σ)→ J pi,µ.
Let us prove that dim(W ) = 0. By contradiction, assume that dim(W ) ≥ 1.
Then the closure W of W in V (σ) cannot be contained in O(σ), since O(σ) is a
torus. Hence W must intersect another orbit O(τ), with σ ≺ τ and σ 6= τ . Since
α◦β(W ) = α◦β(W ), the multidegree of the sheaves IY|Xσ ⊗OXσ and IY |Xτ ⊗OXτ
are equal. However, σ ≺ τ corresponds to a specialization (Γ, E ′, φ′) → (Γ, E , φ)
(via Proposition 3.8). But the multidegrees of IY|Xσ ⊗OXσ and IY |Xτ ⊗OXτ are,
respectively, (E ,div(φ)) and (E ′,div(φ′)). Hence E = E ′, which implies φ = φ′ and
σ = τ , contradicting that σ 6= τ .
The preimage β−1(0) of the closed point is the union of a finite number of orbits.
More precisely, it is the union of the orbits O(σ), for every σ ∈ ΣΓ,D0,µ such that
σ ∩ RE(Γ)>0 6= ∅, and all these cones are of the form σ = KΓ,E,φ. By the argument
in the previous paragraph, the closed point 0 of T cannot be in the image of Z.
Hence Z is empty, so we deduce that α ◦ β is quasi-finite, and hence finite. 
Let st(Γ) be the stabilization of Γ (recall the definition before Example 2.2). Let
µ be a polarization on st(Γ). We can define an induced polarization µ′ on Γ by
µ′(v) =
{
µ(v), if v ∈ V (st(Γ));
0, otherwise.
We can consider the stable reduction pist : Xst → T of pi : X → T and the natural
morphisms red: X → Xst and red: J pi,µ′ → J pist,µ described in (27).
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Corollary 6.5. Let µ be a degree-d polarization on st(Γ), L a degree-d invertible
sheaf on X and αL,µ : T 99K J pist,µ the rational map induced by L. Then the rational
map αL,µ ◦ βL,µ′ : TL,µ′ 99K J pist,µ is defined everywhere, i.e., it is a morphism of
schemes.
Example 6.6. Keep the notation in Examples 3.10 and 5.8 and define σ := KΓ,E,φ.
Let X be a curve with dual graph Γ and pi : X → T = Spec (k[[t0, t1, t2]]) be a family
of curves with central fiber X. Let L be an invertible sheaf on X with multidegree
(4,−4). Assume that the local equation of X around the node Ni of X is xiyi = ti.
By Example 5.8, r2 = (2, 1, 2) and
(ÔXr2 ,Nei,σ )z2z3 ∼=
k[[z±12 , z
±1
3 , z0, xi, yi]]
〈xiyi − ti〉
where z0 = χ
(0,−1,1) = t−11 t2, z2 = χ
(0,2,−1) = t21t
−1
2 and z3 = χ
(−1,0,1) = t−10 t2.
Hence t0 = z
2
0z2z
−1
3 , t1 = z0z2 and t2 = z
2
0z2. This means that z0 is a local
parameter of Tr and the local equations of Xr around the nodes of Xr are x1y1 = z20 ,
x2y2 = z0, x3y3 = z
2
0 (up to invertibles). Note that, as expected by equation
(35), the exponents of z0 are precisely the coordinates of r2. Let Yv1 be the Weil
divisor in Xr, where v1 ∈ V (Γ) is the target of the edges in Γ. The divisor Yv1 is
given locally around the nodes Ne0,r2 , Ne1,r2 , Ne2,r2 , respectively, by 〈y1, z0〉, 〈y2〉,
〈y3, z0〉. Since the flow associated to r2 is φ2 := (1, 2, 1) (see Figure 6), it is clear
that φ2(ei)e
∨
i (r2) = 2. Hence Yr2 = 2Yv1 is given locally around the nodes Ne0,r2 ,
Ne1,r2 , Ne2,r2 , respectively, as 〈y1〉, 〈y22〉, 〈y3〉. Then the ideal sheaf IYr2 |Xr , when
restricted to X, has multidegree precisely (−4, 4) = div(φ2).
Analogously, we can find the local equations for the ideal sheaves IYr1 |Xr1 ,IYr3 |Xr3 , IYr4 |Xr4 which, locally around the nodes Ne0,r1 , Ne0,r3 and Ne0,r4 , are
given by the ideals 〈y0〉, 〈y20〉 and 〈y20〉, respectively. Then, the ideal sheaves IYri |Xσ
locally around Ne0,σ are Ii, where Ii are defined in Example 5.8. Hence we get that
IY|Xσ is given by 〈y〉〈y, z1〉 locally around Ne0,σ (as in the proof of Theorem 6.2).
Restricting to Xσ, the sheaf IY⊗OXσ is torsion-free rank-1 (by Proposition 4.8);
it is locally free around Ne2,σ but not around Ne0,σ and Ne1,σ. By Lemma 6.3, we
have that Xσ has two components, which we denote by Xv0 and Xv1 , where v0 and
v1 are the vertices of Γ with v0 been the source of the edges. By Proposition 4.8,
the restriction of IY|Xσ to Xv0 is
IY|Xσ ⊗OXv0 = OXv0 (−2Ne0,σ − 2Ne1,σ −Ne2,σ)⊕ONe0,σ ⊕ONe1,σ ,
whereas
IY|Xσ ⊗OXv1 = OXv1 (Ne0,σ +Ne1,σ +Ne2,σ)⊕ONe0,σ ⊕ONe1,σ .
Hence, the multidegree of IY|Xσ ⊗OXσ is precisely ({e0, e1},div(φ)) which means
that h∗σL⊗IY |Xσ ⊗OXσ has multidegree ({e0, e1}, D) with D(v0) = D(v1) = 1 and
D(ve0) = D(ve1) = −1, hence it is (∆, µ)-quasistable.
6.3. Resolving the universal Abel map. Fix nonnegative integers g and n. Let
A = (a0, . . . , an,m) be a sequence of n+ 2 integers. Set d :=
∑n
i=0 ai +m(2g − 2).
Let µ be a universal degree-d polarization.
Let pi : Cg,n+1 →Mg,n+1 be the universal family and define
L := ωmpi ⊗OCg,n+1
(
n∑
i=0
aiIm(∆i)
)
,
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where ∆i are the canonical sections of pi. Consider the chain of maps
αA,µ : Mg,n+1
αL,µ99K J µ,g,n+1 red−→ J µ,g
where αL,µ is the rational Abel map relative to pi and L (usually called Abel section),
and red is the map defined in (27).
Let MA,µ be the normalization of the closure of the image of the Abel section
αL,µ. Since closed substacks and normalizations of Deligne-Mumford stacks are
Deligne-Mumford (see [7, Examples 8.12 and 8.13, Chapter XII]), the stack MA,µ
is Deligne-Mumford. We can consider the induced birational morphism
βA,µ : MA,µ →Mg,n+1.
Consider the e´tale covering of Mg,n+1 given by
TX := Spec (ÔMg,n+1,[X])
fX−→Mg,n+1
for [X] running over the points [X] ∈Mg,n+1. Let
piX : TX ×Mg,n+1 Cg,n+1 → TX and gX : TX ×Mg,n+1 Cg,n+1 → Cg,n+1
be the first projection and the second projection, respectively, and consider the
invertible sheaf on the family piX given by
LX := g∗XL.
We have a natural isomorphism
(41) ÔMg,n+1,[X] ∼= A[[te]]e∈E(ΓX),
where A is a local k-algebra. Hence we can apply Theorem 6.2 to construct a
blowup βX : TLX ,µ → TX such that
αLX ,µ ◦ βX : TLX ,µ → J piX ,µ = J µ,g,n+1 ×Mg,n+1 TX
is a finite morphism. Here, αLX ,µ is the Abel map relative to piX and LX . Hence
TLX ,µ is the normalization of the closure of the image of TX 99K JpiX ,µ because
TLX ,µ is toric and hence normal.
Theorem 6.7. The collection TLX ,µ form an e´tale atlas forMA,µ and the rational
map αL,µ◦βA,µ : MA,µ 99K J µ,g,n+1 is defined everywhere, i.e., it is a morphism of
Deligne-Mumford stacks. This morphism is e´tale locally presented as the morphism
of schemes TLX ,µ → J piX ,µ. In particular, the rational map
αA,µ ◦ βA,µ : MA,µ 99K J µ,g.
is defined everywhere, i.e., it is a morphism of Deligne-Mumford stacks.
Proof. The result follows by the fact that the normalization commutes with e´tale
base change, and by taking the composition with the map red: J µ,g,n+1 → J µ,g
in (27). 
Remark 6.8. Recall that J µ,g,n+1 is functorial. Therefore, the morphism αA,µ ◦
βA,µ is induced by a universal (∆, µ)-quasistable torsion-free rank-1 sheaf I on
the family pi : MA,µ ×Mg,n+1 Mg,n+2 → MA,µ. Moreover the pullback of I to
TLX ,µ ×Mg,n+1 Mg,n+2 is isomorphic to LX ⊗ IY|X (recall Equation (40)), up to
tensoring with the pullback of an invertible sheaf on TLX ,µ.
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Remark 6.9. Let µ be a genus-g degree-d canonical polarization. Consider a
collection A = (a0, . . . , an,m) such that d = m(2g − 2) +
∑n
i=0 ai. There exists a
natural diagram
J µ,g J d,g
Mg,1 Mg
where J d,g is Caporaso’s compactified Jacobian (see [5, Lemma 6.2]). Hence we
get an induced Abel map MA,µ → J d,g.
Remark 6.10. In [31], Holmes constructs a stackM with a birational morphism
β : M → Mg,n+1 such that αA ◦ β is a morphism. The map β is induced by
the fans ΣHΓ,D0 , whose cones are of the form KΓ,∅,φ, with D0 + div(φ) = 0. Clearly,
when µ is the canonical polarization, we have that 0 is (v0, µ)-quasistable. Hence,
ΣHΓ,D0 ⊂ ΣΓ,D0,µ, which means that M is an open substack of MA,µ.
7. The double ramification cycle and further problems
7.1. The double ramification cycle. Fix nonnegative integers g and n. Let A =
(a0, . . . , an,m) be a sequence of n+2 integers such that
∑
0≤i≤n ai+m(2g−2) = 0
and let µ be the canonical degree-0 polarization.
By Theorem 6.7, we can consider the following commutative diagram:
J µ,g Zµ,g
MA,µ Mg,n+1 Mg,1βA
αA◦βA
αA O
where Zµ,g is the image of the zero section O of J µ,g →Mg,1. The double ramifi-
cation cycle is the cycle
DRCA := βA∗(αA ◦ βA)∗([Zµ,g])) ∈ Chowg(Mg,n+1).
By [31, Theorem 1.3], DRCA coincides with the double ramification cycle as
defined in [33]. As in Remark 6.8, let I be the universal sheaf over the family
pi : MA,µ ×Mg,n+1 Mg,n+2 →MA,µ.
Theorem 7.1. We have
DRCA = βA∗(cg(R1pi∗(I))).
Proof. By [20, Corollary 2.2], we have I|X ∼= OX if and only if h0(I|X) = 1 for
every stable (n+ 1)-pointed curve X. Hence, choosing a sufficiently relative ample
divisor D of relative degree d on pi : MA,µ ×Mg,n+1 Mg,n+2 → MA,µ, we get an
exact sequence
0→ I → I(D)→ I(D)|D → 0.
Taking pushforward by φ, we obtain an exact sequence
0→ pi∗(I)→ pi∗(I(D)) ϕ→ pi∗(I(D)|D)→ R1pi∗(I)→ 0.
Hence, DRCA = Dd−g(ϕ), where Dd−g(ϕ) is the degeneracy class of ϕ. By the
Thom-Porteous formula, and the fact that pi∗(I) is either 0 or trivial (when A =
(0, . . . , 0, 0)), we get the result. 
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Remark 7.2. If instead of the canonical degree-0 polarization µ, we consider a
polarization µ′ which is a “nondegenerate small perturbation” of µ (in the sense of
[32, Definition 3]), then Theorem 7.1 (with the polarization µ′) is a consequence of
[32, Equations (6) and (8), and Theorem 5].
Recently, in [41], it was given an explicit formula for the Chern character ch(Rpi′∗(L′)),
where pi′ : Mg,n+2 →Mg,n+1 is the universal family, and
L′ = ωmpi′ ⊗OMg,n+2(
∑
aiIm(∆i))⊗OMg,n+2(Y ′),
with Y ′ a sum of boundary divisors. A similar formula for the universal sheaf I of
MA,µ would give an explicit formula for the double ramification cycle in terms of
the tautological classes (see also the discussion in Subsection 7.2).
Now we give a tropical analogue of the locus underlying the double ramification
cycle. Let DRLtropA be the preimage in M
trop
A,µ of the zero section of J
trop
µ,g under
the morphism of generalized cone complexes αtropA ◦ βtropA : M
trop
A,µ → J
trop
µ,g (recall
Theorem 3.13).
Proposition 7.3. The locus DRLtropA is the generalized cone complex
DRLtropA = lim−→KΓ,∅,φ
where (Γ, ∅, φ) runs through all genus-g stable weighted graphs Γ with n+1 legs and
a flow φ on Γ such that DΓ,A + div(φ) = 0 (recall (11)).
Proof. The divisor DX,A := mωX +
∑n
i=0 aipi on a genus-g stable n + 1-pointed
tropical curve (X, p0, . . . , pn) is equivalent to 0 if and only if there exists a rational
function f on X such that DX,A+ div(f) = 0. This function f will induce a flow φ
on the stable model ΓX of X such that DΓX ,A + div(φ) = 0, hence [X] ∈ KΓX ,∅,φ
with DΓX ,A + div(φ) = 0.
Vice versa, let φ be a flow on Γ such that DΓ,A+div(φ) = 0, and X be a tropical
curve in KΓ,∅,φ. Since [X] ∈ KΓ,∅,φ, the flow φ induces a rational function f on X.
The condition DΓ,A + div(φ) = 0 implies DX,A + div(f) = 0, and we are done. 
Remark 7.4. We note that DRLtropA is precisely the tropical spaces implicitly
considered in [31] (see also Remark 6.10).
7.2. Geometric properties ofMA,µ. The stackMA,µ is normal but it is usually
singular. One can see thatMA,µ, with the log-structure induced by the atlas TLX ,µ,
is log-smooth. It would be interesting to give a modular description of MA,µ. A
first guess would be the functor F from the category of schemes to the category of
grupoids mapping a scheme B to
F(B) = {(pi : X → B, T )},
where pi : X → B is a family of (n+1)-pointed stable curves with sections ∆0, . . . ,∆n,
and T is a twister on pi, in the sense of [19, Subsection 3.1], such that ωmpi ⊗
OX (
∑
∆i(B)) ⊗ T is (∆0, µ)-quasistable. However, our impression is that this
functor only describes the image of the Abel section, because it does not take into
account when a twister comes from two different flows. An alternative approach for
a modular interpretation could be to extend the work of [35] for torsion-free rank-1
sheaves.
Another interesting problem could be to describe the (tautological classes of the)
Chow group of MA,µ, or at least the boundary classes and their intersections. For
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instance, if A = (2,−2, 0) and µ = 0, then MA,µ is the blow up of Mg,2 along
the locus of two-components/two-nodes curves and two-components/three-nodes
curves. It would interesting to expand the computation of the class DRCA in
terms of the tautological classes of Mg,n+1 and a good description of the Chow
group of MA,µ would be very helpful.
7.3. Relation with the class Hg,A. Let A be as in Subsection 7.1. In [25], Farkas
and Pandharipande introduced the locus H˜g,A of twisted (pluri-)canonical divisors.
One can see that this locus is the locus DRLA underlying DRCA (up to a change of
signs in the entries of A). If m ≥ 1 and A has at least one positive entry, then H˜g,A
has the expected codimension g, see [25] and [43]. Moreover they defined a class
Hg,A as a weighted sum of the fundamental classes of the irreducible components
of H˜g,A. We expect that for m ≥ 1, we have an equality of cycles DRCA = Hg,A.
7.4. Tropicalization of the Abel map. Following the recent result [2] on the
tropicalization ofMg,n, we proved in [5] that J tropµ,g is isomorphic to the skeleton of
the Berkovich analytification of J µ,g. We believe that the same is true for MA,µ,
i.e., the skeleton of the Berkovich analytification of MA,µ is isomorphic to M tropA,µ .
Moreover it is expected that the following diagram
ManA,µ M
an
g,n+1 M
trop
g,n+1 M
trop
A,µ
J anµ,g J
trop
µ,g
βanA
αanA ◦βanA
p
αanA
p
αtropA
βtropA
αtropA ◦βtropA
p
is commutative, where an is the Berkovich analytification and p denotes the natural
retraction maps to the skeleton. This would extend [9, Theorem 1.3] to the universal
setting.
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